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EVELYN THAW
4( MAIN RECALLEDHE DEFENSE SPRUNG THISAS A SURPRISE YESTER-
DAY MORNING
4 •
THEY NEVER SPEAK
AS THEY PASS BY
l'H.AT IS. EVANS AND JEROME
—SHOWS HATRED FOR
ALIENIST.
White Tcgd May McKenzie Ile
Would Ott /ikelyst Back
From Thaw.
w Y or k, Feb. o.—The usual
rotted. largely composed of lawyers.
tilled the court room when the Thaw
CAM opened this mornmg. Dr. Brit-
:one la. Evans, the defense's alienist.
was the first of the characters of thc
case to appear.
hVben Mr. Jerome arrived he passed
close to the expert, but did not speak.
Thaw entered the court room when
:shed. with his usual quick step, and '
• owe began an animated conversa-
tion ssith Dr. Evan,.
A vkcided surprise was sprung by
'the defense in recalling Mr'. Evelyii
Nesbit Thaw to the atatuf minted ,
lately slier court convened
Mra Thaw identified - forty-two
%skis ap written by Whita•
Mr, Thaw said she had a theism'.
operation on January. 1903. which
eas paid ter by Thais
Mr. Than testified May Mac-
Kenrie toid her Stanford Who(' said
the love between Thaw and hit wit,
' %scald not Last, and he would get
her back. She said she met White at
MIy NfacKenzie's bedside in 1904. and
'lie atiereeted to embrace her.
Arra Thaw also testified Thaw told
her her illness wag due to White.'
Obtect to Thaw's Defense.
• The defense in the Thaw case lia.•
ing practically concluded its attempt
t.. prove Chat Harry Thaw was insane
at the time he killed Stanford White.
now Sam' the problem of proving that
this insanity was of a temporary na-
tnre, and that he has recovered from
it. Mr. Hartridge. of Thaw's counsel.
announced that Dr. Graemc ht. Ham•
mond and Dr. Smith E. Jellttle, both
voted alienist;, have been called for
tins purpose. Neither of these ex-
perts I a. ben menttoned as having
seen Thaw immediately after his im-
prisonment in the Tombs. Neither
De. Britton D Evans nor 1)r. Chas.
Wagner have stated whether or
not he believed Thaw to be sane now.
although Dr. Evans testified that
there as a noticeable improvement
in his condition after hi' first three
• •ei the T.enbe.
Mrs. Thaw to Be Recalled.
there is uric alter the alienist;
famished, Evelyn Nesbit Thaw
wilibe recalled and will continue her
„atedifirn --my. reciting the stories which
yet- husband *aid her regarding the
,wsher girls. uho, be believed. had
thafierethat the hand' of White as she
-told him she had suffered. These are
them girls for 'shorn Thaw provided a
Cend'ie the codicil to his will, which
was reed in evidence yesterday, TWEE
-feed. contrary to the stories which
liaee licretitforia liet.ii printed about It.
provides money. not for the support
of these girth bet to assist them to
obtain legal redress from the man
Thaw believed had wronged them.
lerorda Knows the Girls Names.
The names of these itirl‘ which are
mentioned in the document were not
read yesterday and will not be dis-
closed by Evelyn Thaw when she
testifies; but District Attorney Jerome
has them and, it is understood, has
seen all the. girls referred to. and
has obtained from them their storiei.
That he will be able to put any of
these stories before the jury there
ie little probability. But be c-an per-
tape ete them in his cross-examina-
00i tion of Evelyn Thaw.
The proceedings; late yesterday af-
ternoon gave a hint of what is to come
when Mr. Jerome 'begins his cross-
examination of Tar. Evans. and plainly
showed that when he goes into tile
general cross-examination of the ex-
Peres it will be very starching. There
aye few, if any, lawyers who 'have a
I 'better knowleclee of medicine as an-
Ix -Plied to neurology and insanity, andthat he will- take full advantage of hielchrivriedfre is \certain. Mr. Terome I
and Dr. Rvans are not- on friendly
•titerne amid the rash between them
he interesting. On the other
hand it was shown that NI:. Dclmas
vein do everything. in his power to
orotect his witnesses from Mr.
. Jerome's *sarcasm. and will not leave
I
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them to their own resources as did
his predecessor, Mr. Gleason, to Dr.
Wiley, of Pittsburg, the first witness
called by the defense.
THAW TRIAL EVIDENCE
SHOULD BE PRINTED.
Says a Kansas /teacher kt a Sermon
on Morality.
Wichita, Kan., Feb. 19.—In a ser-
mon on morality, entitled, "Woman's
Rights," Dr. John Henry Cudtipor
pastor of the First Methodist Episco-
pal church, declared that all the evi-
dence in the Thaw trial should be
printed.
"I want to see every line of the
Thaw evidence printed," said Dr.
Cuctlippe, "and I want to read it I
think the public should read it "
MISTAKE MADE,
Supervisors Have to Ge Over About
Forty Pages of Books Again.
'Fite city supervisors did not finibli
counting up the total real estate as-
sessments yesterday. as they discov-
ered they had made a mistake with
the counting machine, and 'have to
turn hack and again go over about
forty page, of the realty books. This
will consume another day or two be-
fore they arrive at their total,
SLAUGHTERING
PEN VISIT
DR. SIGHTS WILL MAKE TOUR
TO SEE HOW THINGS
%TOW ARE.
The Incinerating Plants Have Hardly
Had Time to Arrive and
Be Installed
Dr II P. Sights, one of the city
board of health member.. %ill today
make a personal visit to the several
ealughter pens maintained inside the
city by buthhera and see A hat im-
provements have been made during
the past two necks at regards
elevating the sanitary conditions.
A number of the butchers promised
to put their pens in the best shape
possible. when the hoard of health
began agitating so strongly the idea
of compelling the pens to be moved
outside the city limits. A number
of them also agreed to put incinera-
tors in so there could he burned the
accummulation ni parts wasted in
slaughtering cache and in this man-
ner prevent sticks* flesh and bone
I front laying around to rot and there-by cause 'tenches of an unhealthy na-ture. The incinerator: have not yet
• haul time to arrive hut will be in-
stalled immediately on getting here.
Dr: Sights and the other board
members are keeping after the butch-
ers with a determination that things
must he bettered in the mentioned re-
toter AO the health conditions will
be improved for residents living
around the slaughter pens
CONDITION IS
PRECARIOUS
RECOVERY OF MR. E. FLEW
KOPF IS A VERY DOUBT-
FUL MATTER.
The La Grippe Continues Attacking
Many People Over the City, But
Not in Violent Form.
The recovery of Mr. E. Reitkopf at
his home on Washington street is a
matter of doubt, but Dr. H. P. Si$thts
is doing everything possible for the
venerable gentleman, whose condi-
tion is very serious as result of the
attack of heart trouble. Last night
the physician could discern a strong
murmur of the heart while other
symptoms indicate a stage most pre-
carious, and the doctor cannot yet
tell whether he will be abe to pull
the gentleman through. Mr. Rehkopf
has slept none for many nights or
days now.
Mr. Henry Xatterjohn. and also his
child, are confined with attacks of
la grippe at their • home on Jones
street.
Mrs. Dr. Sights is convalescing
from a ten days' confinement with
4a grippe.
Colonel Joseph Potter is able to
be out after a several days' sickness
with la grippe at his home oaf North
Fourth.
'Mrs. James A. Foster is quite ill
at. her home in the Smith flats on
South Fifth between Washington
am! Clark streets.
HUNDREDS AT
THE MUSICAL
1•1•11/•••••••••••••••••
THIRD STREET METHOCDLST
CHURCH SCENE OF FINE
EVENT LAST NIGHT.
MISS EWELL TENDERED
HAPPY SURPRISE PARTY
MISS ETHEL BROOKS ENTER-
TAINS ENTRE NOUS CLUB
TOMORROW.
Junior League of Trimble Street
Methodist Church Gives
Washingtonian Affair.
he eutertaiiernent given last ey-
coing at the Third street Methodist
church was one of the moet elabo-
rate and satisfying affairs ever con-
ducted in this city, the programme
tccming with excellent numbers, list-
ened to by about soo people who
ever-taxed the capacity of the church,
standing room being at a premium.
'Pe affair commenced at 8 o'clock
and did not come to a close until
liras o'clock, every participant TC-
c-ching an encore, their parts were
so enjoyable and beautiful. The out-
line for the evening was one of the
most elaborate ever heard, and the
ladies in eharge. Mrs. Peter Fields
anal others, are delighted at the un-
usual success of the affair. They
netted something over Stop by the
event
Happy Surprise Party.
M.iss Carrie Ewell, one of Padu-
Lab's most popular and lovable young
ladies, was the recipient of a happy
surprise party tendered her last even-
Ina at the residence of her sister.
Moe Ham of North Sixth near Mon-
roe ;street.
About twenty friend- •wooped
down upon the young lady. who ac-
corded them a most dehghtful even-
ing at variotei amusements, inter-
spersed with delicious refreshments.
Miss Ewell leaves next neck for
Mobile. Ala., to make her future
home, and carries with her the uell
%%hives of all.
Enure Nous Club.
Mies Ethel Brooks of North Sty-
tottli -erect entertains the Entre Nous
club at -o'clock tomorrow afternoon
at her home.
Washington Affair.
hless Emma Morgan, principal of
the McKinley school building, and
her corps of assistants. have sent out
t.; many the following neat invita-
tion.s
"The teachers and pupil' of Mc
Kinky school cordially invite you to
upend an afternoon wiles tbem in
commemoration of the birthday of
hhashington, Lowell, Lincoln and
Longfellow, at McKinley school,
hays avenue. February 21. 10(17"
T'rintble Street Church.
The Junior League of the Trimble
Street Methodist church entertains
with a fine concert tomorrow es-en-
ing at the church, commemorative of
A ashington's birthday
"Jap-In-Ease."
The public's mind will be cased
yith this arficle, as it informs them
what comprises "Jap-In-Ease" that
has been appearing in few words
through these columns for the past
week. All knew it was indicative of
something fine, and their expecta-
tions are realized, as it is the title of
the most recent composition by Pad-s-
cab's talented artist, Mr. Herbert L.
%Vallerstein. It 'is a sweet song, well
written and commended by the crit-
ics, to many of whom it has been
submitted. Along with "Jap-In-Ease"
Mr. Wallerstein issues four other
pieces marked nth% recognized talent,
they being "When,". "Wooing,"
"Mister Star" and "I Love No One
But You."
.Mr. Wallerstein'e own publishing
house is getting out the compositions.
which are now on sale for the pub-
lic The songs are neatly bound,
with attractive colored covers, and
eihdence the high class of pieces
characteristic of this talented young
l'arhtrahan, who has made quite a
name for himself in the artistic world.
On these newest pieces am-likenesses
of the composer, also well known
theatrical stars who are specializing
the Paducahan's songs the country
over.
-
ASSIGNED BILL
IS SUED UPON
H. J. TEMPLETON SUES TO RE-
COVER Siget.at FROM W.
L. ROBERTSON.
TWO iSUITS FOR "
- DIVOPCES ARE FILED
HUNDREDS SWARM THE
COURTHOUSE CALLING
UPON SUPERVISORS.
Judge Reed Gave Judgments for Bar-
bara and W. N. Levan Against
Ida Hesaig Estate
H. J. Templeton yesterday sued %V.
1- Robertson for $199.75 When the
Leigh Fel:ft and Storage company
failed Templeton bought the outstand-
ing ac:ounts due that firm Robert-
son oned Leigh $199.75, and now that
Rnihottsost bought the account. he
Wings suit to enforce collection.
Husband Wants Divorce.
Charles Nitchch wants a divorce
from his wife, Lillie Mitchell, filing
suit to that effect in the circuit court.
Than were married in Tennessee Sep-
teWaer 22,1404. and lived together
until February, loot. 'A hen he claiins
she kit him and has been guilty of
lewd 'nduct with different men.
Wife Dissatisfied Here,
Kriteria Maple nued for divorce
from her husband, Jewel Mettle. They
were married here September it, 0398
ant, lived together until January fork,
when he left her. On the dround
of abandonment she askts for the niari-
tal tie dissolution.
Judgmen1 Against listate.
Barbara Leven was giverrjudgment
for jtRz.6g, and W. N. Levan judg-
ment for a, similar amount. ,by the
court yesterday in the suit of Felix
G. Rudolph, administrator of the Ida
Hells cat, against H. T. Head&
Th..,,ailgments given ..against
the 'estate of Ida tiessig uho was a
daughter of the Levan
blaster Commissioner Cecil Reed
w a empowered to make-a deed trans-
fe to Jake Biederman in the suit
of innnie Pieper vs. Adolph Pieper.
pr rty on North Eighth bete-seen
Bo and Harris
teethe T. J. Moore was allowed
law for carrying Bert Robert. to
thehstate reform action' at Leeing-
ton. Ky
• Visiting Supervisoes
rounty courthouse is a busy
sce nowadays, as hundreds are
there daily swarming to the .super-
viticgs rooms protesting againstoraises
made to the property for tee pur-
poses. This unusual activity around
thy building will- continue for iight
di A yet.
Qualifications.
E. hovel-amp qualified yesterday
in th county court as administrator
of the tate of Betsy Ann Mathis.
• Felix . Rudolph, public adminis-
trator, titled as admniistrator of
the cstat of James Walker, colored.
operty Sold.
Land iii county has been sold
by C. Wa Qtason to D. R. Ried for$csiao, and the deed filed for record
yesterday with the clerk.
?Nellie T. Gardner bought from
Brack Owen for ttne, property on
Madison street.
Licensed to Wed.
The clerk issued a marriage license
to Delana Book and Emma Short,
white people of the city. A colored
pair securing a license was Lon
Young, aged 2.13 and 011ie Bow, aged
22, of the city
Power of Attorney.
E. B. Guthrie and wife Minnnie
Gethrie. of Los Angeles, Cal., have
conferred power of attorney to Dr.
Vernon Blythe. 'o release some liens
held upon property formerly ownedhere he the Guthries.
••••••••••••••-.
Paducahans did buy they had to pay,
the advanced charge. They now sue
Kluck for the difference between the
price they bought from him, and the
figure they had to pay because of his
refusal to deliver and the resultant
increase price.
SKULL BELIEVED TO BE
THAT OF PEARL BRYAN
Measurements Tally Exactly With
Those of the Murckred Wornna.
Cirrcianati, Ohio, Feb. 19.—C. If.
'relatadotf, a contractor, who lives at
Eighth and Central avenue, Cincin-
nati, discos-OM on the roadway be-
tween Newport and Dayton. Ky.,
where he employs men to fill in earth
washed away by the recent floods,
the skull of a young woman.
The measurements of the skull
tally with the measurement prescribed
by comparative anatomy of the head
of Pearl Bryan, of Grecnburg. Ind.,
for whose murder near Fort Thomas,
Ky., Jackson and Walling paid the
penalty of death in the Newport Jail
in 1896 Pearl Bryan was murdered
February 1, 1896.
From the point where the trunk
of her body was found to the office
of the Newport doctor by whom the
girl was treated at the instance of
her slayers, lead, the roadway in
which the head was (lug up yester-
day .
Attachment Suit.
Bonds and Powell, and R. W. Mc-
Kinney, the commission merchants,
filed a suit yesterday in the quarterly
court against J. Mt . Muck of Custer,
Wis., for *too, and attached Kluckh
Motley in the City National bank.
The Paducah commiseion men
*lin they bought a 'carload of pota-
toes last spring Irons Kluck at a cer-
tain price, but he failed to deliver
then to him. The price of this cern-
Tsarality then cnt tip. end when the•
REMAINS OF
YOUNG MAN
MR. JOSEPH WALLER BURIED
YESTERDAY AT THOMP
SON CEMETERY
Died of Heart Trouble Sunday at
Texarkana. and Corpse Arrived
Yesterdiy at Florence Station.
Yesterday afternoon several hun-
dred people attended the funeral ser-
vices over the remains of the late
Mr. Joseph Waller at the Thompson
cemetery in the Florence Station
neighborhood of the county. The
fugeral was coaducted tinder the
apices oi:Pse -Wittbalta( Of the
World, of which the young man was
a valued member
The deceased %vas twenty-two years
of age anal helm in the Florence Sta-
tion section. Two months ago be
located in Texarkana. Ark., where he
was employed 23 2 boilermaker for
the railroad entering that city. Last
Sunday morning he died after a short
illness with heart trouble, the re
mains arrived at 2 ohlork, yetterdaa
morning at Florence Station and were
taken to the home of his mother.
Mee Waller. In the afternoon the
burial occurred at the cemetery men-
tioned.
The deceased ii survived by his
mother, one half-brother, Mr. B. B.
Jones, one half sister, hairs. 011ie
Vaughan, on brother, Herein Willer,
and five sisters. Misies Annie. Reek.
Bess, Fay and Mary Waller.
He was a most popular and re-
liable voting fellow.
WASHINGTON
LIBERTY BELL
PADUCAH VETERANS CANNOT
CONTRIBUTE TO IT
JUST YET.
The Local Delegates for Richmond
Reunion Will ' Not Be Named
Until Next Seasion,
At the meeting of the James T
Walbert camp of Confederate veter-
ans last evening at the city hall, the
old soldiers took no action further
than filing the communication regard-
ing making a contribution to the fund
being gotten up over the country for
a bell to be bought and erected at
Washington. D. C., to be rung loudly
all day every Fourth of Jely. The
Paducah veterans have a number of
projects on their hands now demand-
ing money, and did not desire to as-
sume more than they could properly
care for. Their biggest thing is the
movement of getting up funds, in
connection with the Daughters of the
Confederacy, for erection of a hand-
some monument in Lang park on
Fountain avenue. The monument will
he topped by a frgure of General
Tilghman.
The Paducah veterans do not se-
lect their delegates until next month
for the reunion to be held at Rich-
mond, Va., this spring.
A number of routine matters were
before the veterans la:t +ening
VERY ANGRY
I I Arri
STRONG DISSATISFACTION ISFELT AND EXPRESSED OVER •
'IrRISCO AGREEMENT.
JAPANESE RESIDENTS Of
HAWAII MAKE PROTEST
SAY SERIOUS INJURY WILL
BE CAUSED TO THEIR
INTEREST.
Nichi Nichi, Japanese Paper. Dish
cusses Subject—Sari Price to
High to Pay.
rultho Feb. 19.---(Afternoonhe-The
official text of President Roosevelt's
amendment of the exeitrtion bill has
been published.
As expected t has created the
strongest dissatisfaction among the
interested parties although the move-
ments of procedure have not yet as-
sumed definite shape.
The Japanese residents of the Ha
svaiian islands have telegraphed Presi-
dent Roosevelt and the Hawaiian rep-
resentaties um the house indicating
the seriousness of the inSury which
will be caused to their rights and in-
terests by this legislation The lead
era of opinion here are aware, how-
ever, that under the circumstances the
only alternative is to calmly resign
thermselves to the situation. hoping
that the government can arrange with
the American authorities to reduce the
sacrifire in the interest of Japanese
emigrants to a minimum.
They regret the new law, lest the
San Francisco people, glorying in
their success, should assume an over-
bearing attitude.
News of this kind would (tidy tend
to injure Japanese susceptibilities
which President Roosevelt has been
specially careful to avoid. Sheepish
submission tinder oppreseirei is over-
thing that the Japanese (surto! en-
tert:Cn.
No °lid& Steps Taken.
Tokio. Feb. to—Nlo official step
has yet been taken looking to a set-
tlement of the California situation ie
accordance uith the agreement
reach,.-41 by President Roosevelt and
the San Francisco authorities, bat
should it be effected on that basis,
the government must be prepared frvr
violent attacks. The authorities are
assuming a calrrr and resolute atti
tilde. however, and it is believed that
a settlement on this line is not en-
tirely hopeless.
The Nichi Krichi's Opinion.
The Nichi Nichi (newspaper) which
looked upon as an authority in
diplomath affairs, discussing the San
Francisco school incident, says that
the placing
 of a restriction by the
United States on the admission of
Japanese immigrants from Hawaii,
which practically seems unavoidable,
appears to be too high a price to pay
for the solution of the school trouble,
vhich. it says, is only a side issue.
The whole question, it says, hinges on
the admission of laborers. and it atm-
ficstq the removal of the disability of
tlie Japanese to become naturalized.
If this is effected, the Nkhi Nichi
thinks that the last source of diffi-
culty between Japan and the rnited
Stlitee will cease to exist.
How.the Jape Are Excluded.
The amendment which permits the
president to exclude Japanese coolies
is as follows:
"That whenver the president shalil
be satisfied that passports issued by
any foreign government to its citi-
zens to go to any country other than
the United States, or to any insular
possessions of the United States or
to the canal zone, are being used for
the purpose-- of enabling the holders
to come to the continental territory
of the United States, to the detri-
ment of laborsconditions therein, the
president may refuse to permit such
citizens of the eotintry issuing such
passports to enter the continental ter-
ritory of the United States from such
other countries, or from such insular
possessions, or from the canal zone."
While this is a temporary settle
ment of the Japanese question, 'as a
matter of course, it is quite sufgtient
for the present, and it -might do for
some time to come without further
ecton.
Explains the Amendments.
• .
To unSertsand the exact working
of this amendment, it should be un-
derstood that at the present time the
Japanese government has refused to
give its subjects passports to go di -
• (Continued on Fage 411144.)
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QUESTICN UP OF $100,000
WORTH NEW GRAVEL ROADS
COUNTY ATTORNEY BARKLEY SAYS THIS CAN BE DONE,
Bur THE FISCAL COURT W ILL HAVE TO GET A TWO-
THIRDS VOTE OF THE PEO PLE BEFORE THE MONEY CAN
BB RAISED—THE YEARLY ALLOWANCE OF HERETO-
FORE CAN CONTINUE BEING MADE AND CREATE A SINK-
ING FUND FOR REDEMPTION OF THE BONDS AT MATUR-
ITY.
Ihning the fiscal court toy Coun-
ty. Attorney Albeit Barkley will strb-
inn hie legal ()Onion as teg-artla the
aathority of the justices of the peace
to borrow $100,000 for purpose of
building many miles of new gravel
toads in the county.
'Ilie taxable property of this county
including Paducah, for county tax
earposee ie valued at obout $ti000,-
000. The official.; want to construct
many new steles of gravel roads. Al-
ready the oustanding bonded indebt-
edness of the county is about $45o,-
coo. 1Th nipgigt rahes can borrow
only Swot:Poo more, 'but have to sub-
putt the matter to the people for a
t000lvarde vote before this loan can
he contracted. The people have to
ote on the question because the law
says the fiscal court cannot create
an iudebtednesa without consent of
the people in excess of the total rev-
cow from ciery source.
The magistratea will take up the
question during the special term to
be held today and doubtless makes
sonic dispositiou of it.
The aiessiort today was called 'for
the especial purpose of taking up this
road question, and to also make set-
tlement With Sheriff John W. Ogil-
ase. who will report the amount of
traes 11.e.S coliected for the coun-
ty government for 1906. The sheriff
and his deputies hove been hard at
work the past few weeks making
out their settlement, which includes
enumeration of those who have failed
to pay their taxes. As he 'is charged
up with the regular amount of tax
upon piece of property in the city
and county, he will be credited with
an amount equal to that of those
in arrears. After be makes his set-
tlement with the magastratea, be goes
to Frankfort and settles with. the
audior for he money due the corn-
innnwealth. At the capitol he also
sets credit for the delinquents.
Mr. Ogilvie announced yesterday
that he had everything in shape for
the settlements.
Bert Johnson, superintendent of
Use county roads, is of the opinion
that $100000 can be expended now
on good roads, and then created a
sinking fund out of the amount here-
tofore annually appnopriated for high-
ways, and then at the end of twenty
years this fund be large enough to
redeem all the bond'. In thia man-
ner the rural districts get $I00,000
worth of roads at once without hay-
iiig to wait and have gradually built
lew miles each year like prevails
alien just the certain small sum is
annually set sidc for that immerse.
THE WONDERFUL PRECOCITY OF
FIVE-YEAR-OLD BOY
Thoe
ler:, het
kresting
It iii
have been many child won-
none of them are more in-
than little Madison J. Bray
State street, says theof Ow
Evansville Courier.
Although he has never gone to
school day in the five short years of
his his. little Madison can already
read a newspaper from the tirst page
to the last. Words which the average
grunts up would stumble over have
no terrors for the little fellow and he
brushes pee: them oith facility that is
truly amazing.
Little Madison no, born sia years
ago next October and was named
after Madison J. Bray, the local capi.
taliet. Ile did not learn to talk any
earlier than the ordinary child or
show any other sign% of rapid devel-
opment, in fact, until last winter he
o as just a brown-haired fat faced lit-
tle fellow who seemed to care for
nothing more than a hilarious romp.
\Viten his filth birthday rolled
eniund last October. hie mother de-
cided it was time to teach the boy his
A. B. C:4. h was only a few weeks
mull he knew the alababet, by heart.
JITiet as soon as lit had metre-naiad the
twenty-six letters and learned to
recognize them when he saw them,
the mother ceased her morale-lions
thinking to start the little fellow into
achoolduring the winter. •
• At this point the spark of genius
which the boy tindoubtedly posse:sed
burst inn flame. He began to rea.d.
He first mastered: words of only a
'ew letters and then gradually in-
oreased his voealmlary until he was
able to correctly pronounce the most
difficielt words.
Discovered By Accident.
The fact that the lariat was able to
read was discovered 'by actident and
came a; a great surpriac to the fam-
ily.
Thare are flee children in the But-
train family, the °Wet being Miss
.Cora. who is Oxteen years old. The
ciao: which she attends -..t schwa has
been. studying advanced American
history and she was In the habit of
taking her text biok tome at night
to prepare her 1+-ons for the next
day.
One night several manths ago the
history was missing and miter a vain
search the young lady finally found it
in the possession of her little five-
year-old brother, who seemed to be
much interested in the pages-detailing
important events in the history of the
country. The sister asked him what
be was doing with the book and was
much amused when he replied that he
was reading it. She playfully asked
him to read' her a passage from the
book and waa dumbfounded when in
olear but childish yoke he begat'
reading the story of the battles won
and lost. Other members of the fam-
ily were called in and the boy was
kept' busy reading history. All efforts
to ascertain how he learned to read
were fruitless. the boy's only reply to
the queries being that he had "jnst
learned, that's all."
Reads Paner to Father.
James Buttram, the boy's father. is
enable to either read or write. Hie
tiny son has overcome that difficulty,
however.
. Every day a paper is delivered at
the Buttram home and perching him-
self in a tiny small baby rocking
chair. little Madison begina to read
the days acwi to the entire
Ile starts unit the first page and
picks out the stories whkh he thinks
will be the most interesting to his
father. No matter what the subject
under discussion in the article may be
or how large the reporter's socabii-
lary happened to be. Madison reads
the article through with the case and
precision of a college graduate. Dru-
ing the past few weeks since it has
become his daily custom to read the
paper to his father, the little fellow
has learned that the deaths and acci-
dent; of the day arc his parent's fa-
vorite news items. Quickly scanning
the columns he pick,. out the story of
a death or accident, reads it quickly
through and passes on to the next.
always accurate and precise in his
pronunciation lk observes marks oi
punettiatieni oith the utmost care and
reads with an expression many adults
never acaoire
"BLIND TIGER" TOWN
NOW MODEL VILLAGE
Law Enforcement Works Wonders
Where Once Rum Demon Ruled.
Boone% ille. Ind., Feb. i4).—Terny -
son, the once famous Indiana "blind
iger" town, is a striking example of
what can be accomplished under the
Moore amendment to the Nicholson
law lior years the citizens of this
little ;own, although it was regularly
incorpoated and had peace officers.
were compelled to battle with a class
of men who sought to evade the law
On evety.occasion in :he sale of in-
toxicant'.
If there were a eoldiers reunion. a
picnic.. a Fourth of July demonstra-
tion or a gathc-ring o fany kind at
Tennyson, somewhere close at hand a
"blind tiger" was sure to lurk. Those
who sold intoxica'nts, as well as those
who purchased, kept the selling place
a secrat till after the celebrations
1%ere over. The ,Inen operating these
"blind tigers" were dangerous to deal
with, sad whenever an arrest was at-
tempted there was trouble, frequently
resulting seriously. Men's throats
have been cut and others were shot
by the iuffianly gang.
Tennyson and the entire township
of Skelton, has been 'dry" for a year.
After the saloons had been abated,
the "blind tigers- N•erc hunted out.
One Surday, nearly a year ago, a raid
was made on a log cabin in the edge
of town. Bottles were there in abund
ance, carried in snit cases to elude the
vigilance of the officers. Intoxicants
had also been carried there in ice
cream freezers. packed in ice, and a
wagon load of untouched liquor was
carried to town, and guarded by the
deputy revenue collector.
The situation is now greatly changed
at Tennyson. There are no more
fights nor 'brawls, and' drunken men
are seldom seen. If one is found bv
the marshal he is at once arrested.
With the removal of the sale of in-
toxicants, Tennyson is no longer
known as the "Blind Tiger," but, in-
stead, there is no more orderly com-
munity in Southern Indiana. Now the
citizens boast that a "blind tiger" can
no more stay iii Tennyson than a
snowball can last in June.
Blurs Beaten for Raising Price.
madrid. Feb. 19.—Riot.ss have lac-
curia ,f in Madrid ovein.geld the bakers
ha iiic*. raised the ice , of bread.
SJany lakers were
shops wrire plunder
ered vet their
...&11M1111111111•11411  aka
Why
is
Your
Liver
WRITE US FREELY
and frankly, In strictest conteleoce, telling all your
trashiest _and stating your age. We will seal vim
tin ADVICR. in plain sealed envelope, and a val-
uable e4-page Book on 'Home Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladies' AJvisory Dept., The Quota-
nooga PitedidneCo., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Languid Liver
Is a universal evil of all warm climates, and is common, in the hot
season, everywhere. Its effects are quickly felt, in that sleepy, drowsy,
tired feeling, headache, loss of appetite, constipation, sick stomach,
poor blood, pimples, sallow complexion, nervousness, irritability, melan-
choly, etc.—all caused by the bilious acids acting on the blood, the
cure for which is a quick cleaning-up of the system with
a'n THEDFORDS
DIACK=DRAUGa
(Liver Medicine)
Absolutely no other remedy superior to this for all the common hot climate liver
diseases. For over Seventy (70) years, its sale has steadily increased, until now it a
THE standard, vegetable, liver medicine. Its merits may bect be proved by its flock of
spurious Imitations. Every druggist has been Imposed upon by salesmen, and has one
or more imitations In stock. Be sure YOU get the genuine. Imitations are Injurious.
Lock forthe name -Thedford" on the yellow wrapper, for if you get the genuine It will
Dever disappoint. Try it.
At All Druggistf; 25c and $1.00
• r
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LEVI CHARGED WITH
FREEZING ON TO OUTFIT
R. L. HOWELL CLAIMS CALHOUN STOLE T/IE FINE HORSE
AND BUGGY FROM HIS FAL,st NEAR MAXON'S MILL—DR.
JOHN HALL WARRANTED ON CHARGE OF SELLING
COKE WITHOUT A LICENSE— MAYBELLE PAYNE RE-
TURNED TO HER HOME ON ISLAND CREEK SHANTY-
BOAT—CHIEF JAMES COLLINS PAID FULTON A FLYING
VISIT AND TOOK A PEEP AROUND FOR JUDGE BEASLEY
—BUSINESS WITH THE POLICE.
Levi Calhoun, co:kwed, was locked
in., yesterday moroing, while there
hams.; over his head she charge of
?waling a horse and buggy from R.
L. Howell of the Mason's Mill sec-
tion of the county. The outfit was
found hits-hod to a post down
about Third and Jefferson streets.
Monday afternoon Calhoun was es-
pied out in the Maxon's Mill neigh-
borhood, and being a stranger, natur-
i.ly when Mr. Howell awoke yes-
terday morning and found his horse
ant: buggy gone from the barn. sus-
picion Was directed to Calhoun and
the farmer started to town in search
of the man. He met a number of
tomes who had seen Calhoun &it mg
along with the outfit, and coming on
into Paducah Mr. Howell receovered
the outfit from the place mentioned,
while Officer Albert Senser found
Calhoun down at the river front and
arrested him.
Crief Out Scouting. •
(.1/4c1 Collins returned e•tertlay
roaming from Fulton. but he would
firit say what lie bad been doing, ex-
sept that he did not sleep a wink the
night before. He went to that neigh.
boring city upon a secret mission
wfisclibe efulsed to disclose, but
•Aliile there •incidentally looked
around for Judge Beasley, whose for-
mer home was in that city, and who
'is chargesi with being a partner of
Charles Slaughter . in . operating the
alleged garnishing room upon the
third floor over Frank J114t.•• barber
shop on North Fourth street
Druggist Warranted.
Dr. John Hall, the Fifth. and Nor-
ton street druggist, was warranted
yesterday on the charge of selling
'coke" to the party of Cool. Eggles-
ton,. John Hamilton and other men
and women who had the big fight in
ihe alley between Fifth and Sixth
streets just beyond Norton Monday.
The scrappers testified thsit they
hoirght the drug from Dr. Hall at this
stand, and also that be has sold them
several. times while he was out on Girl
Jackson street.
Horse on Streets.
Joe Woods, colored, was arrested
yesterday by the department on the
ground that he allowed his horse to
roam at large on the streets and
thereby violated the stock law.
Girl Yin* Found.
Yesterday morning W. N. Payne.
oho lives on a flatboat in Island
creek, sought assistance. of 'the police
to find his daughter, Maybellc. who
had left home the evening before.
(Aker Lige Cross located the girl on
shantyboat at foot of Madison
street and took her to police head-
quarters, where she was turned over
to her father who escorted her back
home. She explained that she was
fourteen years of age and her father
whipped her Monday. this causing
her to r trn away. Her mother
Mules and Horse Gone.
Coleman Howell, colored, of the
3isxon's Mill section of the county,
reported to the department yesterday
thac his horse and two mules are
missing, he not knowing a liether
,they were stolen or strayed away.
The patrolmen are keeping a look-
out for the animalao
Wants His Rsd Calf.
William Daaidetne of ju:t beyond
Mechanicsburg, is mints* his red calf.
seven mouths old. and enlisted the
aid of the police in looking for the
young bovine. Ile thinks someone
stole the calf anal had the house of
cue suspect searched. but failed to
find the animal stored away in any
of the bedroonis or the closet•
Roy Missing From Home.
Chief Collins got word yesterday
that possibly Herman Greenwalt if
Danville, Ill, would come this way,
and if intereepted a reward would
be paid for him. The lad isiourteen
year. of age and ran at\ely loan home
arse weeks ago
CLAIM NOTICE.
NfeCracken circuit court—George
Rawleigh: executor of Milton II. In-
gram. plaintiff, vs. equity. George 0.
Ingram and others, defendant'
Ordered that this action be referred
to Cecil Reed. master commissioner
of the McCracken circuo court, to
take proof of assets and liabilities of
the estate of Milton II. Ingram. de
ceased, and all persons having claim -
against -.aid estate. are required t
properly eerily and file the same, be-
fore said commissioner, on or be-
fore the isth day of April, Ton7, or
they will be forever harmd from rot-
;ening any claim against the assets
in the hands of the executor of said
estate unadministered, and all persons
are hereby enjoined and restrained
front collecting thr claims, against
said estate. excelit through ibis suit
And :t is ordered that this order be
published in The Paducah Daily Reg-
ister as required by. law.
Givnt under my hand, as clerk of
said court, this the itith day of Feb-
ruary tom.
CRICE fit ROSS, Attorneys
J A. MILLER, Clerk.
By R. B. HAY, D. C.
Big 13argaino in
Wall Paper
Now Is the rime to Su)?
Mall paper
Mk have the largest line of up-to-date wall paper
in the city and ot the most striking prices
picture
frames
6
0 PiCtUre
0 frames
C. C. Lee
I for Tour picture frames
315 13RO1DW1Y
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock $100.000
Surplus .. $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
G W. ROBERTSON, Prest N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No. Ilgo.
ENSURE WITH"--
LIFELONG FRIENDS
DIE AT SAME HOUR, L. L. BEBOUT
Chums Persuaded Husbands to
Get Adjoining Houses.
New York. Feb. to.--Born in the
same town, school-girl friends mar-
ried within a few weeks of each other
and next-door neighbors from that
time until their death, Mr:. Charles
Hallett and Mrs. R. T. Slade rounded
out their lives together even to the 1
same hour, when they died from nat-
eral CallSes in their homee in River-
head, L. I.
Hallett married a nephew of
P. T. Barnum, the showman. She
and her girlhood friend induced their
husbands to build. luiusea side by side
in the village that they might not be
separated, and for years the two fam-
ilies were as one.
A few days ago Mrs. Hallett be-
came ill, and Mrs. Slade came over to
nurse her. Mrs. Slade collapsed. and
was in a dying condition when, her
friend died, the same night. Just be-
fore she died she whispered to those
about her not to tell her friend, lest
the shock kill her. She died not
knowing that her friend had preceded
her one-half hour earlier.
General Insurance Agency
0ii1c.4+ 106 Broadway 4111111 Phones:Office 383—Itesidence 1696
The first copper cent was coined in
New Haven in 1687.
Real estate in New York city is
valued. at $5,800,632,132, according to.
ttu ligures of the assessor.
FREE
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From Isaac Shelby to 1. C. W. Bet:I.:ram
 ALL C F rs
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
The First Tine Their Pictures Have Ever
Been Published. FREE
The retain; roq has for Ascent' years,- .eleftecrres1 ...rm p',4 etre. el all Kentuckyflocerncrra and has at Last succeeded in setartug then, throug:t the stst.tance of tree kLei-tacky sune nuaorieat Society.
•In order to place these pictures in a permanent form, theyttsee been arranged in'Tenn iu sn nesetosdate Atlas showing. Kentucky with the littefet census, picturesall the presidents of the United State*. )(niers and Flags of sal nations. streemshlp routesstatistical data, history of the Itusau>japan War, also late maps of the United relates, Pan-ama Canal, Fsunern and Western Hemisphere, reports of the list three national returnsand much other historical information.
This ankles and value/do Anne Is rRee te ALL EVENING POSe SURSCRIBERS.If net Dow a subscriber send &too for a full year's istaiscripeori by mail or $2.00 for sixmonth's subscription. Understand that these rates arc by mail only and that the sub-scription peke by carrier or agent is to cents per week.
The Peening Post publishes She of more edftiona daily and the latest edition is sent toeach reader according to the time that it will teeth them.
The Pt-ening Post is Cyst in everything and has the mist stale news •nd bestmarket reports. ,
For all the people and keeneinet the. eze2riee
Independent. always.
Put the Itonse.
air Et:ruing 11:11301. LoureviLki. Et.
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Ladies' and Children's
Furs
at
Half Price Iiitharli !;
Ladies' and Children's
Cloaks
at
Half Price
BIG FEBRUARY SALE!
Is Now Attracting the Attention of the Public and Will4
• Last Ten Days Longer
•
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As formerly advertised it was intended, a sale of rare value to the buying public. Those who
have taken advantage of it gained thereby. Those who have not should lose no time in doing so
• ti
Many Rare Bargains In Every Line are Still IlLeft
Table Linens
6 places good quality 35c
quality for 
a Pieces worth Pe
. .... 35e
lot 64 and 6$ in. wide worth
115c for
5 pieces that sells for $1.115
now yard ....... .
3 pieces, 72 inches wide. all
worth $2.00 per yard will
let them go for yard $1 50
for
25e
9tile
Linen
Outing
lot Dark Color 
i 
worth
Vc for 34E
lot Dark Color. Wo wof,
worth toe for 714e
lot Pink and Noe Stripe
worth toe for 8 1-3e
tor quality Planelett
for  
 •7%,1'
I lot extra heavy waiglit. worth •
111/2c for . . . be
Dress Goods
We are giving some of the best
vi.lues in this department you ever
had offered to you for twice the
price. Come and see
lot worth 75 cents
for
: lot worth so cents
for
t lot worth $irpo
for
lot 54 inches wide worth
75C for
bnd many others at the same
tion.
39e
25e
49e
43e
reduc-
•
Silks
You must see these values. to ap-
preciate them.
lot, all colors, worth 65c
and 75c yard for a9c
, lot Colored Taffeta. worth
11.25 yard for 98e
2 pieces Black Taffeta, 36 inches
wide, $1.50 value
for .... .... $1.15
c pieces Black Taffeta. 36 inches
wide, worth $1.25 yard
for
lot Musseline, all colors,
worth 75C yard for 50e
lot 36 inch Taffeta, all colors,
worth 75C yard for 49c
Many other values too numerous
to mtntion.
98e
1 I lot
. SC
i lot
20C
for
Suitings
Cotton Suiting worth
yard for
Cotton Suiting,
and 25C yard
10e
worth sk .
12%e
Muslin Underwear
••
•
4P 4
AB.
lot Gowns, worth 65c
for
lot Skirts worth gik
for
lot Muslin Drawers worth
35c for
49e
75e
25e
Men's and
Boys' Underwear
Wen's Fleeced Shirts and Drawers.
worth soc garment in
this sale 39e
Mer's Silk Plush Fleeced Shirts and
. Drawers. worth $1.5o a
garment, for ...  ..... 980
,Men's All Wool Shirts and Drawers,
worth $1.25 a garment .
for 9844
Boy's Fleeced Shirts and Drawers.
worth 25 cents
for .. ... 
  • • 19e
All our 25c Children % Vests
and Pants for 19e
I lot Union Suits, small sizes, worth
25, cents, in this sale
for 
 150*
OPP, 
Crash
lot Cotton Crash, worth
614c for yard . ..... 5#
lot worth icic yard
now, yard ...
1254c quality will go for
yard 
7%e
loe
Shirts
Men's Fine Dress Shirts
worth 4oc for ...
Men's Dress Shirts, worth ;5c
in this sale
Men's Gold and Silver Brand
sell the world over at
S.i.00 each for
I lot Boy's Shirts, all sizes,
worth 4oc for
25e
49e
Shirts,
75c
25e
Carpets and
Mattings •
3 pieces, all good patterns, union
goods, worth 4oc, will
go at .
4
4
• • • 25c
, lot extra quality Matting, all new
snd fancy patterns, worth
T 4oc,for
lot ...Myrna Rugs, 332(60
inches, worth $1.5o, for
lot Velvet Rugs. worth
$2.50 a piece for 
........$1 79
lot Velvet Rugs, worth
113.50 each. for
32e
pieces Wood Filled, latest designs,
worth 65 cents yard
for 
 49e
pieces, extra quality. worth
65c yard for .... ........ 59c
lot Matting, all new and pretty pat-
tern, worth 15 cents yard
for • • • 
 12%e
lot Matting, new and fancy pat-
terns, worth we yard
for 
 
  15e
lot Fancy Pattern Matting, worth
30 cents yard.
for
35e
98
$298
lot Beautiful design, art square in
Brussels 952. worth
Sian° for $15 00
lot Brussells, art sqoare, bast qual-
ity. worth $22.50
for  
—$18/50
lot Velvet, art square. 9212, worth
S25.00,
for    520 00
lot Axminister. art squares. 9x12,
rew designs. worth $27.50,
will go at 
All of our Ladies' and Children's
Coats at half price.
Towels
The Celebrated Chautaqua bath
towels from 5o cents
to 
7 lot Linen Huck, large size.
worth 25c for 
lot Cotton towels worth
roc for .. . .
Bed Spreads
$1.25 for
lot White Fringed
worth $1.75,
for
z lot White Bed Spreads,
worth glIc for
98e
Bed Spreads
$1.a
75e
Hamburg
Trimming
iiro yards worth 754c
at 
'.u
°°for 
worth ic
5t
10t
too yards Corset Cover, Embroid-
ered. worth 35 cents.
at 
5oc yards Cotton Torchan
worth 74 cents yard
for  
25e
Lace,
Calico
.ono yards. good quality
for 50
Lace Curtains
We have in this department a lot
el odds and ends at half price.
White Goods
lot Dotted Swiss, worth
isc for 12%e
lot White Madras for shirt waists.
and shirt waist suits worth
lot Pique, worth 15c
yard for 
/co yards India Linen worth
toc yard for 8 1-3C
o yards' India Linon worth
tayac yard for 10('
300 yards Persian Lawn worth
15c yard for 1.0e
And a lot of other good things in
this department for you
Satteen
, lot extra quality black, worth
isc yard for . 12%e
lot figured for shirt waist suits
worth 15c yard for 10e
Corsets
411,
44k.4‘A4", f
.11111.
164
1
‘120.9
I adies and Misses Girdle
worth so cents
for
lot worth 75 cents
for
lot worth $1.25
for
Corset,
35C
19t•
77)e•
Ladies Knit
Underwear
00' 41,
- • • .•
•••
•
lot Vests, worth
zo cents for
t lot Vests and Pant
worth 25c at
lot Union Suits, worth
C5c, will go at
i I •
49c
Sheeting
Fxtra quality 9-4 Unbleached
worth 27%c for  
9-4 Bleached, worth 30C yard
(luring this sale for .
23e
25c
We also have many bargains in articles which we have not mentioned in the above, on accountKof lack of
space. They consist . of Domestics, Flannels, Skirts. Hose, Hose Supporters, Ladies' Belts1 Gloves, etc.
GUTHKIE a" Co.
322-324 - Broadway, - Paducah, Kentucky
b.
4
•
2
•
•
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One Yeag, 
Six Months
from one part of the country to an-'
U 3
PUBLISHED BY THE
atEGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
(Incorporated.)
t Register Building, 523 
Broadway tie!' on admission of Japanese labor
K 
  
is too high a price to pay for the
IrilikIES° Erg WILHELM, President solution of the school question," and
jOHN.:WILHELM. Treasurer calls the latter "only a side issue."
IROBERVS. WILHELM, Secretary It begins to look-like the assertion'
Stateredeat the Postoffice of Padte that the wily inP is only looking for
cah. Ky., at second-class mail matter an excuse is true. Well, when people
! are looking for excuses for anything
this 'have no trouble in finding them.
Threefaleoths  
One weelhr. .  
Any
regular
the::R€
phone
$5-00
2.90.
"Retinitis."
lois _ 
—Monday the wife of Fireman Otto
 .zo February 3 Mollie Eaton of Bow- Hamilton hung a suit of clothing on
1 leig Green met jam Sanders. Feb. a line in the rear yard of their home
g to receive this mei
d report the mutter to
Office at once. Tele-
ex&
Wednesday February eo, 1907.
Keep It Oat of the Papers."
7The Lauieville Evening Pest makes
is very sensible comment on those
i guided people who believe or pre-
to Lo believe it 
best to keep some.
• gs twin( the papers, when it says:
'Representative Wharton of Illinois
resents a certain clam of public!
en who believe that a public sense i
decency and morality is outraged
-by crimes in high *Laces, not by
e prevalence of degrading moral
andards, not by the general deter-,
ation of American society, but by
• .
it publication of the revolting tea
tee of these manifestations. He
tlants to go upon record in the house
of conores, as being shocked by the
teLai of Thaw. He is ready to declare
.
that this trial reveals "a depth ut
moral nepravity, degredation and de-
•
the preaxlent to take steps to see that
the) are not quite ready to give upa knowledge of these conditions which
•
nave been brought home to the con- ownership of the cities; but the time
einence of the American people. I is not far distant when the people
Congreasman Wharton belongs to.
a class of people who might be called will insist on a transfer of title.
oetrieh moralists. people who believe
th it if tbey eat% ekcep things out of
the paper that they do not, there-
ext. That was the eafetv of
Stanford White. For a garter of a
erntury he has lived a life the par-
ticulars of which are now revealed to
the public, undeterred by public (pin-,
ion. unchecked by the notice author-
ities. uncenatued by his associates,
himself recognized as a leader in the
modern life of New York, honored as
an artist, sought as a companion,
cotortenaneen and received every-
ether. e
"The Nichi," or a Jap- paper
of eviunlar outlandish and heathenish
name, says " the placing of a reseric-
s they were married. -Feb. ;19 mitt
for divorce filed by Mrs. Sanders on
grounds of 'abandonment. This is
the record of a Kentucky girl who
did not have 'rune to "re nt at leis-
ure." There are seve sirs in
the above foe girli.
Upper counties in Kentucky are
taking great interest in the Thaw
trial. The grand jury of Marion coun-
ty will try to keep the, details of the
trial out of the papers, while the peo-
ple of Breathit are betting one bun-
6red to one that Thaw will not be
convicted. The people of the latter
county have certain precedents in
nerd, and think they have safe bets.
Several ministers have declared the
full reports of the Thaw trial should
Le published. Add to this the de-
mand of the reading public in general
and the newspapere certainly have
es'ood grounds for publishing "the dis-
gusting proceeding'," Rooseselt and
the postmaster general to the con-
tiary note ithstanding
eenertcy on the part of Stanford lhe corporations state that certafn
White unequaled in all ttic annals of cities are not yet ready for muni- DATE CHANGED.
our criminal hionry," but he wants .
con"! ownership, welch means that
.'w4ftJ an lea eop t on - oyenue.
Tveden saveSer do it, Add one
went to her front door, knocked and
asked her where so-and-so lived,
while the othet° culprit slipped into
the ward and confiscated thellething
while his confederate'held the atten-
tion of the wife, quizzing - her about
aortae fictitious person's house men-
be r.
Some children playing in the Sher-
rill-King mill in ?sfechanicsburg got
to monkeying with one of the tire
alarm boxes and unknown to them,
they turned in an alarm. which
brought the Fourth and Elizabeth
streets department on a dead run
On learning what caused the alarm,
Chief Woods reprimanded the young-
stirs and let them go
—Thirteen volumes of the Inter-
national School of Technology have
been ordered by the library for use
j by railroad men. The entire 75 vol.
I umes will be purchased sometime tbit
year.
—Chief Dispatcher Page ant Train-
master McCabe yesterday moved-their
office from the old freight depot at
Eleventh and Broadway to the dis-
patchers building moved to Eleventh
and Kentucky from out about thc "Y"
opposite the Union depot.
—Henry J. Brayboy of Ism Atkins
avenue. and Ben Hughes of Evans-
ville. enlisted at the army recruiting
bureau here yesterday fur service in
thc Philippines
If reports are true concerning tip-
s-ling an the committee and cloak
rooms of the national capitol, there
:eight be good sport for the hunters
of certain striped beasts that can not
:iee very wen.
It Is Time to Call a Halt,
(By Rabbi T. Schaniarber.)
When certain men must starve
where. • while others live in luxury and ex-
Such a career was .possible (mlY'travagance, little mindful of the strug-
threugh the snpression of the truth gling sons of toil to whom life has
Pistrict Attorney Jerome makes an" 'become a 'burden and a curse; when
terv Protest" in his "'ill against employer, treat employes as tools
hearing what lie calls "gossip of the and machines and fail to see in them
ienderloin." hut if it is on record their brothers; when fraud, colour-
anywhere we have failed to find the time dishonesty, grab and graft and
gecord to show that the district at- • loot take place in the city, the state
tornev of New York or any of the and the federal legislative halls; hhen
ourrierous officers of the city end state senatora are entrapped in land-grab-
New York have no to this time bing schemes and unholy family re-
made the slightest .effort in any di- lationships; when deacons of the
trettion to cheek Stanford Wihte in church rent out their hotels for low
the work in which he se delighted. It. and immoralt proposes because this6nnnt he proiible that i great arehi2,
• nets them a large income on their in-kat tieing the life White leJ ay:1h the
vestment; when devoteea of the
....4.. tabliahnients than are now known to chesch and synagogue rent out their
erybodv could have .followerl such
, carear for so long a time without.
' Moine come of fhe facts to the at-
-
*Minn of the nolice anthorniee.
i" Yet when Thaw *killed 'White the
hole country was shocked. The
nntry knew nothing whatever of IS*
nrocter of Stanford White. Nothine
fleeting upon him had ever been al-i.‘‘
' .ed to ,,creep into the papers of
ew York ar'to get into the courts
_. .
Rine Thyme!, so
paid blackrnall to the pollee
d no
*hove such ieflionees were tolerant
bi his crime because hi.; was some-
thiev ea a venial gentleman and s
Af,,itizilished • artist. • ,
,111' Vow "hen the story ia told. when
lie world is shocke& the district at-
trney proteata• against shy further
At the meeting of Plain City lodgeveleriora out a ntirrher of well- i
Republicans Have Altered Original
Date for State Convention.
I The Republican State Central com-
mittee last week Met at Louisville and
decided to hold a state convention
I there June 20 to select party candi-
dates for state offices from governor
down. It develops the pliunbert of
the United States bold their national
meeting at Louisville on that date,
and as the hotels of Louisville cannot
acconamodnte the thousands that will
ettervil both gatherings, the repub-
licans have advanced the state eon-
sention to June to.
--
WASHINGTON.
Soldio and oatesman, rarest unison;
High-poised example of great duties
done
Simply to breathing. a world's honors
worn
As life's indifferent gifts to all men
born;
Dumb for himself, unless it were to
God,
Brit for his barefoot soldiers eloquent.
Tramping the snow to coral where
they trod.
Held by his awe in hollow-eyed con-
tent:
Modeo, yet firm as Nature's self; un-
blamed
Save by the men hia nobler temper
aliamed;
Not honored then or now because he
wooed
ttarrible-4own, ramshackle. uninhabit- i The popular voice, but that he still
:dale tenement houses* to the poor,: ' withstood:
because they bring them iourioua re- Broad-minded. higher-souled, there is
turns; when the youth of this country but one
are stunted and blunted and dwarfed Vt•ho was all this, and ours. and 701
through inhuman child labor; when 1 inens—Washington.
factories and railroad crossings and --James Russell Lowell.
the murderous railroads send thou-I
sands to an untimely grave, the time How the Pullman Company Suffers,
has come for every lover of humanity (Kansas City Journal.)
ea cry a halt and to use every in Probably the greatest sufferer from
the 'discontinuance of free passes is
the Pullman company. Very few of
the thousands who received free rail-
way transportation enjoyed any fa-
vors at the hands of the Pullman.
They paid for their berths like other
passengers. Riding without cost they
generally felt able to indulge in the
luxury of a bed. Cutting off the bulk
of this travel has cut off many thou-
sands of the Pullman's revenue. In
Marne th the Fraternity build
-J fact, hundreds of sleeping cars are
mg last night, the master's degree
was conferred -upon four candidates,
the entered apprentice degree upon
tince canddatca. while live petitions
foe affiliation were received.
It was a very long meeting the
lodge not adjourning until 12:30
o'clock this morning, but the atten-
dance was exceedingly large.
fluence to have such legislation passed
ss will make these things an impossi-
bility in the coming years.
meaniog but ill-advised people ovant
err uepvent CVOrl Pt thi: Fite
44, v• acp-triatgle portrying the
ilna;t;ous ogioinsr arrow, a large
element of rlecreneratea in New York.
yehien cnndition i poisoning the
Voral life of America and making
Other girls the victims of other Start-
ford Whites.
l'e..‘nd speaking' of the Jope, their
olsevernment will not issue passports
io emigrants direct to the United
itatee, but issue thousands to Hawaii,
Thiel) they don't regard as a portion
of the U. S. This is true, neverthe-
lese, and the consequence Int that
lifter the Japs have landM at Hawaii.
all they have to do is to take the
/10(Xt 9trip to San Francisco, which
they have .been doing at the rate of
fox* per month, There is no law
rei prohibit ernigeattre- (row rrayeliog
MASONIC MEETING.
is ;4— 
avomm.41 ^r
Lifferent Degrees Conferred Upon
Many Candidates Last Night.
46.4041*************411011400444
NEWS IN BRIEF.
—Ferryman Wm. Herron of the
Clark's river ferry Sunday picked up
a mussel, Shell at the ferry lauding,
and found inside a pearl valued at
$eco by the jewelers.
—The W. C. T. U. meets in reerlar
session tomotrow afternoon in the
lecture room of the First Bap.*
church.
—The McCracken County l'afeiltcal
society met with Dr. Delia Caldwell
of Broadway last evening, the hostess
lecturing on "La grippe" and Dr. R.
M. Childress, the specialist, on
hauled. back and forth now that are
little more than so many empties.
Any commercial traveler will hear
witness to this.
Some Colitl!, Animals.
(New York Press.)
'1/4 spinster with money to burn re-
cntl d $5.000 for a bulldog. A
man in Massachusetts just bought a
cow for $8.000. Walter Girvey has a
hoe for which he refused a cash offer
OLLIE JAMES DEFINES of tectoo. James Keene refused $200,-
'WALL STREET. 000 for Sysonby, a race horse. There
are several roosters of fashionable
Wa.hington. Feb. rg.—lit a speech blood priced as high as Poo each,
in the house the other afternoon 011ie You can buy a fine lion for $3o0 and
James gave his definition of Wall a tiger for too. By and by we' shall
street. It has been quoted extensively have a craze for breeding fishes and
and has made a hit. He said: a fine male salmon educated to Mind
"Wall street is a place where a life might he worth Sesame The $,R.-
man is ia, bull one day and a bear 000 cow has one calf a year old.
the next and a hog every day." worth Att,000. The female salmon
When he propounded this definition might become The mother of 300,000
the Tnierrhers of the house, republicans little fellows in the same time, Worth
and democrats age, Joined In Tool In the aggregate possibly as much a‘
faugfiter. ' the calf
GOOD WOMAN RACKET STORviviECALL' D HOME
MRS. BETTIE SIMMONS PASSED
AWAY AT HER HOME
LAST EVENING.
Has Suffered for One Year From
Abcesa, but Pneumonia Developed
Last Week and Caused Death. .
Mrs. Bettie Simmons died at tt:Jo
o'clock last night at their residence.
130 Clements street, in Mechanics-
burg, after an illness with complicated
ailments. She had been suffering for
about one year from abcess, but
pneumonia developed last week and
this additional sickness produced
death.
Mrs. Simmons was a good and
noble women of many warm friends
who deeply deplore her dissolution
which carries an excellent Christian
lady away. She was forts-two years
of age and had been a resident of this
citY for a number of years. She was
the wife of Mr. W. M. Simmons
foreman at the Mergentheler-Horton
basket factory in Mechanicsburg. Be-
sides her husbancn she leaves one
child of tender age.
The funeral services will be held
at 21 o'clock !orrioienw afternoon at
the Me-chanksborg Methodist church,
Rev. J. B. Perryman officiating.
The burial follows at Oak Grove
cemetery.
ALDRICH SOUNDS DOOM
OF LEAF TOBACCO BILL.
‘Vastii to gton Feb. t9. --Germ tor A -
d ric h, the particular representative of
the trusts in congress. Tuesday
sounded the doom of bill removing
the tax of 6 cents from leaf tobacco
it the close of a red-hot session of
the 111116-commistre haring the bill
ir. charge Aldrich said .
"I will say to you gentlemen,
frankly, that I do not think there is
any possibility of the bill being act-
id upon favorably at this session."
"If the bill is taken lip in the sen-
ate, will you premise nut to delay?"
asked Senator Daniel
"I am not answering any questions
of that kind." said the spokesman of
the trusts.
Aldrich's manner during the hear-
nig was impudent in the extreme.
He asked questions of theespokeeman
of the independent growers which
showed his bat in favor of the trusts
and against the people Charles R.
Fort, president of the Dark Tobacco
Association of Kentucky,. Tenor %see
and Virginia; James B. Fort. of Ten-
nessee, and Col. Pohn Allen. .,1
Clarksville. Tenn., spoke in favor of
the bill. Representative 011ie James
and Owsley Stanley were preserve
but Aldrich refused, with character-
istic impudence, to allow them to ask
questions.
"If you will permit us to question.
these gentlemen." said James. referr-
ing to a number t alleged indepen-
dent tobacco manufactureres, who
were present. "I think we can ea-
tzblish She fact Vint the stock income,
at least, of these so-called indepen-
dent concerns, is owned by the To-
bacco trust, which is oppressing the
people."
The "Independent" Merchant,' and
Senator Aldrich never uttered a
"cheep" when James made this
scorching acusation
Aldrich announced that there mai
a long list of men who V* ant to he
heard in oppoOtion to the bill and
that the hearings oill be cdutinued
rest week.
Senator Daniel ventured to suggest
that this means the death of the bill.
den't know about that," said the
father and friend of torsos.
Representative Stanley charged,
that some of the men who have ap-
plied to be 'heard arc acting in bad
faith, simply for 'the purpose of de-
lay. • Aldrich called him to order
sharply and directed that the steno-
grapher strike Stanley's remarks out
of the record.
Aldrich. in conversation with a
senator today, Mid that tie is against
anything that John \V. Yerkes is for.
The senator had suggested that
Yerkee prepared the ball to remove
the tax from leaf tobacco.
MOTHER'S TERRIBLE
TRIPLE CRIME.
Connersville. Ind., Feb. 10.—Mrs.
J. S. Mundelle, thirty-five years old,
cut the throats of her two children
shortly before noon yesterday, then
committed suicide. The deed was
alone with a buteherknife, while she
w-as preparing dinner.
She placed the two little girls, four
years and seven years old respectively,
side by side on the bed, and pulling
down al the blinds and locking the
doors, she placed a, heavy quilt at
one window to shut out all smind in
case the children should make an
outcry. After slashing their throat:
she lay down beside them and drew
the knife across her own throat.'
The father, who is a graduate of
()'ford college. and who was at one
time mayor of Oxford, returned home
and found the lifeless bodies of 'his
children on the bed and his wife
eying beside them.
No eauce asaigned
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WE ARE NOW SHOWING OUR NEW W4SH GOODS FOR
THE SPRING AND SUMMER AND OUR ASSORTMENT
OF THESE GOODS IS THE LARGEST TO BE FOUND
IN THE CITY
WHITE GOODS
WE MENTION BELOW ONLY
ABLE FABRICS TO BE FOUND IN
MENT:
46 INCH
48 INCH
FRENCH
FRENCH
LAWN,
LAWN,
20C,
45C-
A FEW OF TH EMANY Dna R-
ONR WHITE GOODS DEPART. 
acand 35C.
EMBROIDERED MERCERIZED CHIFFON, 25c, 39c, AND
MERCERIZED BATISTE, sc.
SILK FINISH PERSIAN LAWN, rsC. 18c, aocs 2$C, ssc and
DIMITY, loc. talic, Ise rec and 24c. 
LONGCLOTH, toe, ta%c and 'sc. CHECK MULL,
PLAIN NAINSOOK, toc, 12 I-2C and rsc.
PLAIN NAINSOOK BY BOLT OF :a YARDS, $z.ss. $1.o AND 82•00
A BOLT.
CHECK NAINSOOK, sc, 1-30, toe, and 12 I-SC,
INDIA LINON, sac. is 1-2c amid :sc.
40 INCH INDIA LINON, loc and :sc.
ii
48C
4&.
.7 •
GINGHAM, PERCALE and-MADRA1
IN OUR BIG ASSORTMENT OF GINOHAMS AND PERCALES AT
icic YOU CAN CERTAINLY FIND WHAT YOU WANT. WE ALSO
SHOW A LINZ OF EACH AT :3
MADRAS IN NEAT STRIPES AND FIGURES AT :a I-2c, ISC and 2oc
SILK Ort4OHAMS, sse vIczarms, 19c.
BUNGALOW, 2sc.
GLASGOW LINEN
THIS LINEN FINISHED FABRIC AT 13 1-2C IS ESPECIALLY SUIT
ABLE FOR LADIES' OR CHILDREN'S SUITS AND SKIRTS. IT
COMES I NBLUE, PINK, TAN, BROWN, NAVY. BLACK AND
WHITE
OUR NEW LINE OF WHITE SHIRT
WAISTS NOW ON SALE.
PURMIHOMPSON
407 BROADWAY PADUCAH, KY.
-JESS KEPT MUM."
Negro Private Did Not Tell Officers
Anything He Knew.
Washington. hele 19—Wm. Mapp,
the former proate of Company C. mary to be held Thursday. May 2,1
Twenty-filth Infantry, who testified 15107•
to hearing shots tired outside the gar-
rison wall at Brownsville. Tex.. and a
cleep-voised man, challeging the
black eeldiers under an opprobrious
title, to come out of the barracks
on the night of August la. was cross-
examined Tuesday by Senator Warner
before the committee on military
affairs. Mapp is the man who testi-
fied also that he heard Corral Boss
Voschelle declare !hat he bad learned
of a plot to "massacre" the soldiers in
the saloon run by a negro ex-soldier.
Map? told Senator Werner that he
hart never mentioned any of these in-
cidents to any of his Comrades of
the non-commissioned officers of his
comploy, but he had made an affidavit Irmo
setting forth these face', %hale at El
Reno, Okla. Although questioned City Treasurer.
sharply 'he would give no reason for We are authorized to announce the
not disclosing "these important roc-
etirrences." excite that he had
not thought it necessary to do so
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
City Jailer. •
arc autteurszed to annonnes floe
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase tor city,.
jailer, subject to the Ikmocratic Pri-
We are authorized to announce thd
candidacy of W. T. Read for
city jailer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May a,
1907
We ate authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L. Beadles for env
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri.
nary to he held Thursday. May
1907.
•
We arc authorized to announce the
caadidacy of Al. *marsh for city;
jailer, srbjeet to the Democratic Pri-
mary he held Thursday, May 4
Assignee's Sale.
In pursuance of an order of the
lik-Cracken county court made on
Febranry It, 1907, I will on Friday.
February 22, 1907, at the corner of
Eleventh and Jackson streets, in the
city oi Paducah, Kentucky, sell to the
highest and best bidder on a credit of
three months, all of the stock of
drugs and fixtures of Dr. R. 0. Broad
way. The purchaser may pay cash
for said property, if they desire.
CECIL REED,
71/4'ssignee Dr. R. 0 Broadway.
FINDS ITSELF
IN A DILEMMA
As Result of Quashing Indictment
. Against Congressman-Elect. .
i —New Orleans, Feb. 19.—According
to a special from Baton Rouge, the
I district court in that parish finds it-self in a dilemma as the result ofJudge Brunot's decision in quashing
the indictment against Congressman-
elect George K. Favrot fdr the killing
of Dr. Harry Aldrich.
When Mr. Favrot resigned from
the bench On Nov. 8 he court had
a grand jury without a judge, and
now, wit hthe decision of Judge
Brunot. the court has a judge with no
grand jury, and a new one cannot be
drawn uptal the supreme court 'has
acted upon the state's appeal. A de-
cision by the supreme court is not
expected for at least thirty days.
 •
i ADVERTIRE "1/47 "ft"' REIIISTER
i AND GET RESULTS. , 11'qflt
candidacy of William .Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to ;he Democratid
Primary to be held Thiirsdny. May 2.
1907.'
•••11.1.11.
City Clerk.
We arc authorized to announce
City Clerk Henry Bailey as a candi-
date for re-election to the office of
city clerk subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May *,
1507.
City Assessor.
We are authorized to announce
Stewart Dick as a candidate for roa
election to the office of city assess
subject to the Democratic Prima ,
to be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
City Attorney.
We are authorized to announce thl
candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr., fon
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to he held Thursday;
May 2, 1907.
CIRCUS MAN'S WINDOW
RECEIVES $5,000,00p
Whit:. Plains, N. Y.; Feb. Feb. to
Surrogate F. V. Millard, of Wiestch
ter county, has handed down a dee
sion admiting the will of James
Bailey, circus owner, of probate. e,
His action ends the Contest brought'
by relative,of Mr. Bailey living it
Michigan, end .ie a victory for thi
circus founder's widow, Mrs. Ruth W
Bailey, of Mount Vernon, who novh,
einshtiemr!attsedheart $h5,00uosba,00noid's. entire estate,
It was contended by the contestant..that Mr. Bailey was insane and in--
competent to make a will, and thethe document was the result of unetic influence on the part of the wif
1.1
1 0• 44, 1.114r*
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This Mprning a Sale Starts
for PaducahansCl
ne t at[wi be fresh inOthe memory otithoserwho participate in It for years to come. It will beflavored with goods of style and will smack of that good that always attends our onslaughts of merchan-dise. This is our last closing out sale for the season, and all of you are Invited to be present.
50c
Probably 6o waists of all colors, of
plaids, sold for a great deal more
money, and are waists that will be
very good to wear for two months
end a half yet. will be sold at our
ityipktythetdisposiitien of all out
•740.,...-PMS flar f • • • • •
• baljt, :;t10/ 'MAW
ummememmeamm—____
500
1.95
Ile-e's where we fairly give 'em to
you. We have left, probably alto-
gether, ss coats that would fit chil-
dren who are six, eight, ten and
twelve and fourteen years old.
These coats sold throughout this sea-
son for $sno, $6.00, $7.00 and Woo.
ruw you Can buy therm lot choice of
an& of them for . $1 95 each
Napoleon said. "1 tame, r saw, I conquered." This is more than
Levy's can say at this particular season of the year. We came, we saw,
but we fail to conquer, due to the fact that our stock of winter merchan-
dise was too great for the demands af the people of this vicinity, but
live in hopes, and we feel sure before the close of this sale, there
will not be enough winter merchandise beneath the roof of our establish-
Lierit to clothe even a child. In the crideavor to make away with our
winter material, we have placed such prices on them as would lead any
lady to believe that it would be much better to invest in our coat, omit.
fur or other covering, than to hoard up this mite or sum, and keep it
until next season, by which she could only buy a portion of which she
tat. buy the whole for now. You hive no idea how extremely low the
prices have been put on every thingae have to sell. We have no room
to carry them over, nor have we any uesire to do so. For this reason
we are getting ready to place in our shelves, clothes of a lighter variety
than now adorn our hangers. This sale starts this, Wednesday morning.
at 8:30 o'clock sharp, and continues throughout the entire week.
1
• in
We have in our stock a great many
odds and ends in skirts. Some of
them are small sixes, some medium,
and others are large sizes. They
arc gray, mixtures, navy blue and
blacks. The lowest price on any of
these skirts was $3.00. Some sold for
Woo and $8.5o. We are going to let
you pick what you want oat of this
lot daring last sale for $2.75 each
An electric seal jacket with two
years gisuninteed lining, one of our
best $3500 numbers—you may have
it for 
 $16 50
Will get you a brown, coney near
seal cart that we sold all throughout
the season for $3s.00, with either
blouse or jacket effect. This popular
fur coat has been one of *a best sell-
ers all through the. season. Now
sou have your opportunity to get it
for $1650
We are going to offer you as an in-
ducement, one of our best quality
Astrikan, Skinner lined 24 or 17
inch coats, that sold for $4s.00 and
147.3o. This coat is One that On -
tains more service than any other
kind of fur coat in our establishment.
During the wind up of all our winter
Clothes, we hove concluded to pass
it in with this other lot of coats and
sell it to you for . $25 00
1
31.00
Gets for you an extra good quality
near seal, lined with guaranteed lin-
ing a coat that is cheap for $so.00.
The fur in this coat is of the best
XXX quality near seal, and in order
to keep from carrying any of these
over, we are going to give you an
opportunity to buy one of these
for . $31 00
Z..
' 60e
This price means that you may se-
cure a child's set of furs. This in-
cludes both neck scarf and muff, of
ite coney fur with trimmings, tit
plain. The former and regular price
on this set was $1.so, and during the
cnslaught of prices, we are going to
s,ive you a set of these children.s furs
at ..... .
... 60e..
Not mary more days before we will he ready to show all of you a ,
line of spring clothes, that each and every one of you will say are the
prettiest you have ever seen, but befcre we step into the beautiful days
of spring, we are going to traverse more thoroughly the rainient of
winter wear. We have probably $6,ock3 or $7,000 worth of winter goods
yet in our store. These goods consist of the very best values, and one
would do well to buy them and keep them for next season, even though
thty have no use for them now. There might be a slight change in style.
out not enough to overcome the arnount of difference it would coat you
next season or now. We know it is to your advantage to come to our
tale on this, Wednesday morning. We feel that we are doing you equally
J s much good as we are doing ouliielses. We admit that we are selling
these goods at a sacrifice, and a great loss, but when we realize that
we can Open OW' store next season nothing but new goods, we
feel that we have been duly paid for :lie los* we have previously taken.
This sale at our store starts this, Wednesday morning, at 8:30 o'clock
and continues throughout the entire week.
We Are Going to Sell You a 600d Coat for a Child for $1.95
P A DU c/s
IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT YOU WILL NOTE SOME SPE-
CIAL GOOD VALUES. AMONG THEM ARE FUR COATS.
It is hardly reasonable to believe that we could describe to you
all the values of this one particu'uir line through the medium of this
newspaper, but we have them. We have the greatest values in cloaks
both in fur and cloth, that any Louse has offered at any time or
any place. Every fur coat in our store is being sold for practically
one-half its value. We do not rpean to say that we are selling them
for one-half their original cost, because that would not be telling the
truth. yle are going on further, and tell you that we are selling
them for a great deal less than that, and when we say one-half
their value, we say it in the most sincere and meaning spirit.
The mixed coats mentioned in this sale for $3.50 and $5.00, are
values of some importance. The black coats and the tan coats that
sold throughout the season for fro.00 are worth frign $3o.00 to
S35.00 each, and the children's coats we mention at 41.95, are rare
bargains. This sale will start this, Wednesday morning, and con-
tinue throughout the entire week, and indeed means much to all Pa-
ducah and its surrounding people.
P A Du
A C oak That Sold For 
 Ten
 Dollars Will Be Sold
 in This Sa
 e Fai 
 
1.95*
Water Minx, Mole, Astrican, Krimer.
Coney. Angora fur sets for Misses
and children. Some of these sets
were $aso, others were Ss.5o; some
were $7.00, some were $8.co and
others Sio.00. All these have been
merged together and will be sold dur-
ing this final sale, your choice of any
CIA& set in the store $195
A number of embroidered coats in
black, and quite a few in tan. A
fairly good assortment, tight fitting
coats, lined throughout with Skinner
satin. They also come in tan, are
going to be sold very cheap. These
coats are practical and good almost
the year round, with the exception
of possibly two or three months, but
we want to sell them and convert
all these goods into cash, so we have
determined to sell them and give you
choice during our sale, of any of these
coats for $10
3.50 5.00
We have selected from our stock
about 33 garments. These are cloaks
of mixtures and plaids, that will fit
any lady from a "32 to 44." The for-
mer price on these garments were
from dia.00 to $is.00. We are deter-
mined to sell every one of the cloaks
.7,nd have therefore spoken to you
through this advertisement in a man-
ner that must meet our desire. Now,
this morning our doors are thrown
open to you far a selection of these
rare bargains. -We are going to have
this lot of cloaks placarded, and the
inscription thereon shall read —
"ANY CLOAK ON THIS RACK
FOR . 5350
Another lot of the better grades of
rated coats. Some of them are im-
ported numbers and are very, very
pretty. Others are the work of the
best eastern factories, and the values
too great to speak of. These coats
sold in price from $15.00 to $30.00.
and the cloth in them is of the very
best. English mixtures. Some of
them are striped, and a good lot are
in plaids. This morning all of them
will be put in one lot and sold to
those who so desire it, any of them
for the extremely low price
of $5.00
16.9,5
About 45 suns still remain in our
stoic. They are black, brown, navy
blue, castors and some of them are
plaid, aid all of them are of the best
quality of cloth. The former price
on these suits were $30.00, $35-00.
$ao.00, $43.00 and $3o.00. Now this
lot consists of our entire stock of
fine suits, and in order to make a dis-
position of the entire lot, so as to
enable us to open our store on Mon- t.
day witek with all spring goods, we
are going to show you the plan we
pursue, to clean out entirely, every
suit beneath our roof. Now you may
come this morning and pick your
choice of any suit in our store for
only 
 
 
$16.95
THIS MORNING
ibt2C=. '7t/.
We begin to'close our season's business with one of the most expensive sales
tons we have ever had to undergo. This sale includes all our winter dress-
es, winter:shirt waists, skirts, turs and cloaks. It would be well to weigh
iieff in your mind the importance of this sale. Buy it now. If you cannot
possibly wear it, save the garment until next season, when you'll be wear-
ing better clothes than your friend or neighbor. You will have paid but a
trifle for them new, and get the best. She will pay as much next season
and get rubbish. Sale starts this morning, February 20th.
41
7.95 •vt
This lot of suits nas been culled
from some of our finer ones. They
Lonsist of a great many colors, and
a few blacks. These sold for $18.50.
419.50 and doom, but now we have
concluded to sell them for $7 95
5.00
We have 13 or 16 pretty voille skirts
in the house we sold for dro.00. $72.00
and $13.00. These are prettily plaited
some of diem taffeta trimmed, and
are all the new spring designs.
On accoant of them being of a
kind of a lot left, and not having all
sizes, we have concluded to sell them
cut, and the price on them during
our sale beginnig this morning will
be "Take any one you like
for $500
Ifs
A
14646+A; .440L.W., •
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People BUNCH FINED ENLARGMENT PARENER OF FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Say
OUR PERFUMES
ARE BEST
;oat sample any other per-
ftune in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
'THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
toreing into our possession.
J. U. Oehlschlaeuer
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY
WE'' 
USE
The KING OF ALL,
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
0
First.
Because it irons ,smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
boles match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It iron. either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" 5o often seen is rails-
Mg.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone aoo.
I
NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS f HE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
;AR:30RA -
335 IS I.37- Day and Night
-atalogue School
E xcursion
It. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
totr.pany-the cheapest and Isss
excursion out of Pedal:eh.
I 9
LOTTIE Sc9-TROEDER IS ONLY HOME OF THE FRIENDLESS IS PHILLIP ROMMEL
ONE OF CROWD THAT RAPIDLY GROWING HERE CHIEF COLLINS
WAS RELEASED. NOW. LOUIS.
Jieautilul rramedtcture
I The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti-
WRITES TO fully framed picture, size 5 1-2 by
FROM ST. 1 7 1-4 inches, to every one sending
for the year's subscription to their
great semi-weekly paper and Farm
Progress, a monthly agricultural pa-
per published by The Republic.
This offer is open .to both new and
old subscribers. If you ahe taking
the)iaper at present, send in your dol-
lar and have your time marked up for
one year and get one of these beauti-
ful pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine works of
art, done in nine colors. Two of Stem
are heads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and has two
roses pinned to her pink bodice. If
this one is desired, order No. to, "The
Spring Girl" No. II, or "The Summer
Girl," wears a light brown picture
hat, trimmed with light green. She
also wears a white and green waist,
with a bunch of very pretty flowers at
her breast. The remaining picture, or
No. 13, is a three-quarter length pic-
ture representing "The Winter Girl,"
with a long coat, boa about her neck
and a muff.
The frames are made of rounded
metal and are all black. To tell them
from real ebony it would be necessary
us take them from the wall for ea-
J. S. Rice W-- Fi-ed $5 for Being Ladies Will Make Add;eion to the Ile Wes Leeder of Trio Caught Here
Drunk and Disorderly-Ploice Structure, While City Will Try Aboard the Train, the Girl
Court News. to Allow More Money. Wearing Male Attire.
Some heavy fines were assessed
yesterday morning in the court by
Judge Cross on investigating into the
generd tight up about Norton street
by the gang of men and women.
Coots Eggleston, Bud Dunn. Minnie
llowell- and Mary Brown were each
tined $es and costs. while John Ham-
ilton peas as,c,sed $50 and costs. Lot-
tie Schroeder was dismissed.
Lloyd Lowe and Gordon West
were each fined $to and costs for a
breach of the peace.
For carrying a :weapon concealed
William Cherry was tined $25 and
ordered to jail for ten days, while
A similar charge against Van Bank-
head :wee pia off until today.
J. S. Rice, the 1. C. railroader. wae
lined $5 and costs for being drunk
tiid disorderly. He is the one who
tried to kill everybody with a shot-
gun sr his tome nit 111011e( neat*
Thirtsenth street.
Nick Bryant, the cigarmaker, was
listuissed at request of the city at-
i.o•n•ny, Torn Harrison. Bryant
1 ode in one of the Palmer Transfer
ampany's hacks and refused to pay
CR: fare. He was Warranted but the
court let him go at request of the
city attorney.
F. esing in.olting ?enplane to-
w arab another, Robert Hale was fined
4;.2C and costs.
. Until this nfterno,m was there con-
t•need the warraiit. chareing ths
Sisnt'a„ so Peento te emonv with ma's-
laming a nui-anee, by permitting dirt
and dust to fly out of thc peanut fac-
tory over the surrounding neighbor-
hood.
Charles Vaughan, the bartender,
was fined Si and costs for being drunk
OTHER RIG CLAIMS PAID.
— -
Mrs. Jenny M. Legs Received azoo.000
After Tunnel Disaster.
New York. Feb. 18.-Big damage!'
have :n recent years been paid for
other New York Central wrecks. a,
follows;
Mee. Jenny M. Leyte because
of Park avenue tunnel dis-
aster of Jan. 22. tool; death
of husband $100.000
Henry C. Dimond, Park ave-
nue die:tater 
Edward C. Ilinsdale, Park
avenue disaster 
Antis Lot', Park avenue dis-
aster 
Oscar Mevroeitz. Park ave-
nue disa.ter  soodo
Peter Murphy. personal in-
iery. l'ark avenue &easter  itt.5on
\Co., Minnie Rice. personal M-
imi...4. Park asentie disaster
%ft h ur W bitt 1. personal
jurieg, Pal avenue disas-
ter 
.X. E. Mills, personal injuries.
Park avenue disaster 
A. E. Mills, personal 'injuries,
Park avenue disaster 
Frank C. Robby. personal in-
juries, Park av-enue disaste-
For the Round Trip to Mrs. Hower R. Ilalwin. Yank
Tennessee river & rev' ers, terribly injured in Hest-
it is a trip of pleasure, corneae
and rest; good service, good tab"
wood rooms. etc. Boats leave es.
,Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. •
For other information apply to Jas
&otter, superintendent; Frank L
Brown. agent
'egege
Excursion Rates on
The Rivet
leotind Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.00,
Unlimitted Ticket $5.00, meals and
Wirth included.
I I
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
al free or over, Shy> each, without
'swab; $2.60 with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
farther particulars see
& A. FOWLER, Gen, Pass. Agent
'e GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
Agent. Phone 33.
;101hz.t is said to be the greatest drug
store in the world _exists in Moscn.
:71W1 is 203 years old. Since tai23 it has
%leen in the family of the present pro-
ve:let-or. It is a building of imposing
nimensients. with many departments.
iincindingeme for the professional edu
cation of the staff, ',illicit numbers
"en persons. They make 11t1 al11011t
;pot) pre•eriteion, a day.
6o,ono
40,000
13.000
1 2.00n
T 2,000
12,000
ings wreck of Dee. 14, 1891. eestoo
Edward Klergt. paralyzed in
One limulred aittl Fifth
etreet ....... ss.000
Some al the large-t sums paid by
the railroad because ni both the
Hastings and the Park avenue ac-
cidents were iisaer made public be-
cause the -nit- were eettled out of
cc sir!
Captor of Jefferson Davis Dies.
lirht.ill. Mid . tele to.-Luke M.
Thayer. of Honor township, Calhoun
county. i• 'kart at the age 73.* He
served in the civil W T as veterinary
surgeon and claims to have been one
of the five men who captured Jeffer-
5o0 Davis. Too are still living, one
in Detroit, titt other in Pittehurg.
The %%inner in a recent typewriting
contest in Paris was a Mr. Dubost.
who wrote at dictation, seventy words
a minute for four hours.
The ladies managers for the Horne
of the Friendless are contemplating
enlarging their ,bitdding on Bernheim
avenue some time this summer, in
order to afford ample accommdoa-
tions for the increasing number of
charges cared for at the institotion.
The present structure was erected
about thirteen or fourteen years ago
when the home was fairly well start-
ed, but the growing number of people
cared for at the histitution has be-
_ come so large that the ladies find it
necessary to put additions to the
building, and are now outlining their
plans looking towards accomplishing
something in this regard during the
present summer. Several thousand
dollars could easily be expended and
not make additions in excess of the
necessity.
The city government has been el-
lowing the home $70 per month for
many years back, but the ladies asked
that this be raised to $iso per month
the first of this year. This is a little
steep, so the general council made a
Slim allowance for last December and
then dropped back to $70 last month
Now the finance committee finds time
to take tip the proposition of an in
creased contribution, and if it can in
found money sufficient will be in the
public treasury. this will be done.
GIRL TO RAFFLE HERSELF
Ncvel Plan of Young 'New York Wo-
man to Complete Musical Edu-
cation.
New York, Feb. to. -"Agreemeet
tor the purpose of ittesisting in the
completion of the nmeical education
of Miss Miriam Edwina: I agree to
pay :lle sum in dollars of this ticket.st ati: e
  Address 
f hnumber should be the lucky oile tanitl
all intsrests being mutual, matrimony
will be considered"
An attractive young weman, valise
in hand. descended upon Well street.
and the lambs and beat, and other
live stock eiopped work.
The young woman, io addition to
the ealise. possessed blonde hair:
1.lue eyes. a Cupid', bee- mouth and
other marks which merited attention.
• Furtnernuire. she carried into Wall
street a scheme which made even the
enterprising ones of the stockix-
change sit up and take notice.
The young N 0411111 is Miss Miriam
Edwina, and she is raffling herself off
for menty to obtain a musical edusa-
tion. She has ;leo .chancea, and they
range in price from one tdollar to
$330
Nii%s rdnina i!:.4 a high soprano
voice and gram" opera is her aim
She- says Ole has beard of all kind'
of raffling schemes for making money
and '.he certainly wants to acenmulate
enough to take her to Italy.
"I have been trying to earn enough
meeoey to complete my musical edu-
cation, but it seems that it i• impossi-
ble. My father, who was once a
United States consul in Cuba. died
three years ago, and I. have had to
support myself. I tried stenography.
and that is how I earned money to
study music for a while. Then I went
on the stage. I have had voice les-
sons here in New York four year-.
but I want two years abroad. 1)1
course, that is necessary for anyoee
who has grand opera aspirations."
Each ticket numbered and put in
a sealed envelope. When the men
draws the envelope he. of course, ha-
no idea of the price he must pay for
it. .The number on the ticket repre-
sents the price he must pay.
Already Miss Edevioa has sold ten
shares or chances, the largest number
drawn so far being 210. for which a
well-known and wealthy Nere Yorker
paid $210.
If Miss Edwina sells all her chances
she will have the tidy lITTIC SUR) of
$61.42e, which ought to help some to.
srd - ical education.
"As yoe see in the agreement, mat-
rimony i- the reward for the lucky
ticket-only if all interests arc mn-
tual.- said Misr Edwina. The raffle
will take place in some ball, and I in-
tend giving a.concert first end letting
people hear me sing."
Edgar W. Whittemoref MARRIED IN HASTE .....
REPENT IN HASTE
Real Estate Agcncy
Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
tucky Farms. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
for it. Offine Fraternity • Building.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE, Padu-
te, Ky.
Bride of Eleven Days Charges Her
Husband With Desertion.
Ilowiing Green, Ky., Feb. to.-Mrs.
Mollie Sanders, a bride of eleven
days. Saturday brought suit against
her husband, John Sanders. for a di-
vorce and Sz,000 alhnony. Mrs. San-
ders sets forth that they were mar,
ried February 5 in this city, after a
two days' acquaintance, and:alleges
that he deserted her three days later.
Mr. Sanders' maiden name was hfi•zs
Mollie Eaton.
A battleship canal across Scotland,
twenty miles long, thirty-six feet deco
end 120 feet wide at the bottom is one
oi the possibilities of the future.
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A letter received by Chief of Police
Collins from Phillip Rommel revives
around police headquarters recollec-
tions of the several interesting days
the officers had with Miss Francis
McClain, the Louisville girl caught
riding upon an Illinois Central pas-
senger train coming into the city,
while she was garbed in male attire.
It will be remembered that PhilTip
Rommel and Paul Gambino were ar-
rested for stealing a ride into Padu-
calt on the train, they riding the
"blind baggage" while the girl was
inside, she having started out to ac-
company them over the country. She
was held by the police for about one
week. In the meantime her trunk
and feminine attire that she expressed
from Louisville to Paducah arrived.
• Rommel and Gambino served about
ten days or two weeks in jail for
stealing the ride, and when released
had a money order sent them but
made payable at Cincinnati. from
where it was forwarded. Needing
money right away they got Chief
Collins to cash the order. A little
money is yet due Rommel and he
wrote the chief yesterday front St
Louis. saying he was in tremble again
and would like for the Paducah chief-
tian to send him the spare change
due him. This will be done.
Rommel did not say what had
come of the girl or Gambino
LEHR'S RAIMENT
HORRIFIES ROYALTY
Check Tweed Suit snd Colored Shirt
Provoke Mingled Anger and
Amusement.
lb rho. Germany, Feb. to
tr. are half amused and half :mitre
with harry S. Lehr, who lute just
been vieiting the emperor and the
crown prince toot has accepted a num-
ber of inv'tation, to various court
functions. He ha• given great offense
mainly in the matter of clothes and
his methods of ignoring the stiff eti-
quette of the German court.
Lehr. it appears, went to see these
great et reonages attired in a cheek
tweed suit, yellow Nee, and a col'
tired shirt and carrying a derby hat iii
his hand. When be entered the room
where royalty sat at a "drawing-
room" he insisted that his nife-so
the papers !Lay-she:1dd have prece-
dence of the wives of ambassadors.
and when this important privilege ens
about to he denied to Mrs. Lehr he
pointed out that his jewelry anti tlat
of his wife were north more Oise en
the plunder worn by ail the other
grandees in the room
As for Lehr's own "rig Alit, It was
surpassingly beautiful. He w e black
knee breeches. while silk stockings
anti patent leather dancing pumps, in
which were fastened diamond buckles
of great brilliance. At first the com-
pany were inclined to dispute his
claim to extra notice. but when they
saw that he was an American of ec-
centricity and of erroneous views as
to his own importance thee. gave way
before his onset.
But the German newspapers are
not so charitable. They are asking;
"Is the posgession of an ‘rneeican
moneybag with millions in it all that
is necessary for admittance to the ar-
cana of the Prussian court?"
"Is this republicanism? What hart-
republicans to do with such things?"
''He is a comic figure for the amuse-
ment of princeSseg. His millions.
earned as a champagne merchant.
have bought him the position of court
fool. A republican is another type of
man ,who thice not bother himeeli
about court functions and balls, and
if he must go to such things he can
surely be distinguished from the
crowd of courtiers without making
himself riduloug. Lehr is the son of a
former German consul at Baltimore.-
RUSSIAN GRAFTERS
FOES OF LOYAL MEN
St. Petersburg, Feb. to.-The local
daily Strana says Capt. Stavroff and
Naval Physician Dr. Barbialov will be
court-martialed as revolutionists, but
the paper states the charge is made
by officers whom these men refused
to join in a tremendous naval graft-
ing scheme. Full details of the
scheme are promised the pnblic in a
short time. It said they involve
highest naval officials.
Stavroff and Barbialov. by reason
of their positions, were asked to
share the spoils, but they refused, say
ing the navy is poor enough without
swindling schemes. When the schem-
ing officers heard of the refusal, they
charged the two Were revolut;onists.
A seeret trial WA$ asked. Stavroff
ml Barbialon, holvever, have com-
piled the facts in the ease for publi-
cation.
ADVERTISE IN THE RE,GISTER
AND GET RESULTS.
amination. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a millionaire's home.
There is nothing cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They car not be
duplicated in the retail stores or less
than 50 cents. Ihe best recommenda-
tion that we can give them is to Wee
that if you are not thoroughly satis-
fied with your picture they will refund
the money for your subscription and
pay the postage for returning the pic-
ture to them.
If you are already a subscriber to
the TWICE-A
-WEEK REPUBLIC,
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one year's subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and home
paper. The TWICE-A-WE( RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weekly family paper in the country,
and Farm Progress is the fastest
growing farm monthly in America.
Remember that you get both tbese
splendid publications for a year and
one of these handsomely framed pic-
tures, all for only $t.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or hank
draft. Do not send personal checks.
Write name and address plainly. A--
dress all orders to the St. Louis Re-
public, St Louis, Mo.
ttil, EfingerS Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130°13. 'THIRD STREET: PADUOAH.0KY
KOMI INSURANCE
Abram L Well & Co
4
Ise
s
t.,
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co.
BTIGEST AND ;OLDEST IN WORLD
Office Phone 369: Both Residence: 72F
GAMER RUN
' WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME I
Quit paying rent Let us build the house; you pay for it as you ;
pay rent. Vacant Iota in all pima of the city. Nice lots an this
proposed car estessios on broad to anion depot mad oe Allan
streets from $po to liggo each. Buy now 00 installtuest plan
while chow Trio Is the highest ground In the city. Property is
sr-canting rapidity.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
WILLIT.Aar.. • INCORPORATED.
L nerd D. Sanders, Pros. sad Mgr. Phone Os.
*No& a*.l.a6.4.346 
0004010+410.4411/01111411114101100~0110‘.110
E. COULSON,
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 20 N. -third
4
4
afteole4wee4.4.0".4L.,4tiftiow4,6.01.4ttliu4t.m4L.4esa 1esim.immodwoo.a
Abram L. Well •fic Co
FIRE INSURANCES
Accident, Life,ILlability, Steam Boiler-
wm,..1.11/1•••••.m.1111
ctn.%
Campbell Block.
Office 'Phone 369. - Residence Phone 72.
Paducah Transfer Company(Tutor poratoiL)
:GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS„Ars
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN.
CRY AND 'HOUSEHOLD Goons,
OFFICE SECOND AND MOP ROE. BOTH PHONES.
Ps-Cs:FITZPATRICK.UT T
ANNWIIIIIMM111111•11111A)
•
4
4
FURIOUS ITCHING
HUMOR ON CHILD
Bleeding Sores Covered Her Whole
Body After an Attack of Measles
—Nursed Every Night for Three
Weeks—Nothing Helped Her.
THEN CUTICURA MAKES
COMPLETE CURE IN 5 DAYS
'It is in my opinion my duty to join
those who pra.ise the Cutieura Reme-
dies. After my granddaughter of about
seven years had
been cured of the
meaalee. she was
attacked about a
fortnight later by
• furious, Itching
and painful erup-
tion all over her
body, especially
the upper partot
it, forming
watery and bleed-
ing soree. espe-
cially under the
arms. of oonsiderable ss. Mbe suffered
a Igreat deal and for three weeks we
nursed her evory eight, using all the
remedies' we °wild think of. Nothing
woukl help. We then remembered
lite=eshiejard so much about Cutioura
We sent tor them and atter
twenty-tour hours we noted considerable
imterovaammt. and. after ual eaty one
mia of the Cutieurs
ramigraerameoutive days the HUM one,
ribetibear i*Y. had *en entirtiyeured.
wall for • long time. Mrs.
R. F. D. 3. Bakersfield.
,• Jar 24S and July 20, 11100."
HUMOR ON FACE
Cured by Cuticura Remedies
No Return in 3111 Years.
"My son; when a lad of sixteen, was
troubled with humor on his tiice and
after mug tsuticura Remedies he was
freed frain eVt•ey hilenar and has can-
50 to the present tome afters
twenty years have pawned. Your Cutl-
curs Hoop has been used In my family
for several year* and I have faith in the
cutieura Remedies'. A. H. Smith,
Marion, Me.. Dec. 1, 1006."
FAN calling 1 telephone girl a "for-
ward ninx" over the etre, a Viennece
euligcriber hat been sentenced to forty
eight hours iinprieunment and um:
day's fast.
.440 41.4.—
lOOKINU INIU
MINE SCHEME
EDITOR WILLIAMS IS SUM-
MONED TO CARSON CITY,
NEVADA.
The Authorities Are Looking Into
I the Use of the Mai's By the
Mine Promoters,
It dsyelops that the C. R. Williams
wanted from this section at Carson
City, Nevada, is the 'newspaper man
of Fulton, who will testify before the
United States court grand jury at
that place.
It is learned that the jury is investi-
gating the mode of doing business
adopted by a mining company that
sold stock and transacted other busi-
ness on a large scale out that way.
The company inserted an advertise-
me-nt in Mr. Williams' paper at Ful-
ton telling the world that they owned
so much producing gold minc lands,
and offering to sell the stock to cus-
tomers at certain figures and under
the specified terms. It is now learned
that the authorities charge the pro-
moter l of the alleged mieing com-
pany with swindling the people
through use of the mails which come
under the watchful eye of Uncle Sam.
Mr. Williams is summoned before
the jury to testify to the advertise-
ments he ran for the company in his
pee, and thereby establish to cer-
tain extent the condition of accused
parties to the alleged swindling
scheme. The company advertised
widely, running page ads. in hundreds
of newspapers oyer the country every
day fur weeks at a time.
BLIND TIGERS QUIT BUSINESS.
New Law Affects Sale of Liquor in
South Bend, Ind
South Bend. Inds Feb to --Thirty-
nut bottling 'houses and "blind
tigers" have been obliged to cease
business because of the "blind tiger"
law that went into effect yesterday.
The Elks and Indiana clubs, which
'have maintained bar., are also ai-
ected.
The first steam engine used in
America 111'2• broils& from England
in isst
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG THINGS"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dices and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE IIOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. . CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN,
110W TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS.
MECHANIC'S
db•
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
MO Broadway
If You Want to See Something Nice in Spring and
Summer Suitings Call on
K. C. ROSE
329 South Third Street, Agent for WANNAMAKER &
BROWN, of Philadelphia, MADE TO ORDER CLOTHINC
Healthy Bath Rooms
E. D
BOth Phone.
Good plumbing means
good health and this com-
bined with modern sanitary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of' your house. "Standard* Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures m at e
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
•have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you ssmpics of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
. work, prompt service and atten:ion no
matter how small or how large your job.
. HANNAN.
COT 732 St. 4th.
it1.1 Puxiithra
OF THE BRICK STREETS
CONTRACTOR TERRELL MUST FIX THE STREETS HE IM-
PROVED WITH PAVING BR1CK—BOARD OF WORKS WILL
LET CONTRACT FOR SOMEONE TO FURNISH ALL loin
GRAVEL NEEDED FOR REPAIRS — DRINKING FOUNTAIN
PROPOSITION TAKEN UP A ND THE COST WILL BE ASCER-
TAINED—NEW PUMPS AN D A GASOLINE ENGINE AT
SEWERAGE PUMPING STAT ION.
In order to get into good condition
the brick streets on Fifth, Fourth,
and Third between Kentucky avenue
and Jefferson, and on Second between
Broadway and Jefferson, the board of
public works during its session yes-
terday afternoon at the city hall is-
sued instructions for Contractor Ed-
ward Terrell to immediately put in
good shape that part of the brick
street that are sunken along these
roentioned thoroughfares. Mr. Ter-
rell laid the brick on these streets,
finishing the undertakine several years
ago, On completion lie executed a
bond enarantenng to keep the streets
in good repair for five years, which
time limit has not yet expired. There
are many places in an unusually de-
plorable condition along the streets
and the wort will have to be done at
once. as the depressions are danger-
ous points.
The river is washing away much of
the levee a.: the foot of Jackson
street. while rain water rrushinsdown
the desline carries mach of the earth
away also, and to prevent further de-
struction in this regard the city engi-
neer and street inspector were di-
rected to have needed replirs made.
The water gutters at Third and
Tennessee. and several other inter-
sections in the city. are in had cosi-
dition, and their repair was authorized.
The attaches of the street &twat-
!tient haie been taking cinders from
the city electric !it'll, plan* and usintr
them on the public thorouvhfares. and
the board ordered that hereafter there
be charged un to the street account
the value of the cinder:. inasmuch aa
that denartment gets the benefit or
them, and not the light department.
In order to make arraneements for
material with which the public streets
are to rerepaired this year. the board
directed that advertisements be in-
serted in the pavers, calling for bids
from parties handling gravel, and in
which the dealers will (mote at what
figure they will furnish gravel foe
the street renair work. The bids will
be opened Mardi s aml contract
awarded.
Along North Twelfth street front
Trimble to the city limits. are many
bad places that need- repairing. and
Street Inspector Elliott was directed
to. procure the gravel neeeesary for
the work.
City Engineer Wishineton in-
formed the board that the Dam:liters
..f the Confederacy wanted the muni-
cipal government to asaist in placing
public! drinking water freintaine; one
at Se-nrui aud Broaduav. one At
Seventh anal Broadway. anti' the other
at the county sourtholese. The board
directed the.engineer to see what the
cost -of the fountains will he. The
general council finance csinunittee is
also ascertaining what the probable
cost will amount to.
There were filed the three main-
tenance bonds offerred by the Mem-
phis Asphalt and Paving company.
wherein it agrees to keep in good
condition for five years the brick
streets just finished on Second from
Kentucky to Washington. on Wash-
ington from Second to Third. and
the third bond for the concrete walks
laid along these. thoroughfares. The
beard sanctioned construction by the
street inspector of the aso feet of
olankwalk leading along South
Twelfth from Jackson street over to
Plunkett•s hill. The walk goes along
the earthen till and leaves dry place
for the railroaders who go that way
by the thousands daily ta ant! from
the shops.
The baard also sanctioned the in-
spector placing the 2,43o foot plank-
walk on Nineteenth from the Old
Clinton road over towards Broadway.
The street car company dug up
Nineteenth for the rails and ties of
the new diviston the traetion people
are running out that way. 112111 came,
stopped the work, and made the
muddy street impassable to extent
that this plankwalk was needed and
was built.
The car company reetimed work of
putting down the new division yes-
terday along that thoroughfare.
Superintendent Keebler of the light
plant reported he laid off the "trouble
man" February is, prrstiant to orders
given by President 'Wilhelm in cut-
ting down operating expenses at the
plant. The "trouble man" was .the
one kept at the powerhouse until in
o'clock each night to go out and put
in good condition any street light that
went wrong after dusk. The light;
are in such excellent condition and
running SO well his services are no
longer needed His attention was
needed most when there was. being .
gotten into good running order the
new electrical machinery and differ•
ent make of lamp installed The
other members ratified the president's{
action, laying off the titan.
The light department. and street
department, were ordered to charge
to the marketImuse and wharf the cost
of,, all work done for the two latter
deoaronent by the others.
Undertaker Guy Natree of South
Third street was directed to raiee
is electris sign in front of' his place
up to the required number of feet
above the public sidewalk, as the
city electrician reports it is too low.
If not raised to the proper heighth, it
has to come down.
The superintendent of the electric
plant reported it would save the city
money to buy a gasoline enoine to
run the machinery in the sanitary sew-
erage system's pumping station at
Third and Clay streets, instead of
navine the $13 per day charrie made
by the private electric company to
furnish current for operation of the
pumping machines at the plant. The
board passed up to the general coun-
cil for consideration, the proposition
to buy the engine. and also the need
of larger pumps at the station after
the sewerage district No. 2, now beim-
laid is finished and connected no with
district No m, which empties into the
river through the pump house.
The gas company was empowered
to lay a brick driveway leading from
street, across the pavement and into
tile Cal house yard on North Third
street.
President Wilhelm reported lie had
renewed the tto•000 insurance on the
powerhouse boilers, at $6o premium,
with the Bebout & Smith insurance
essence. The-e was filed correspond-
ence with different agents on the
matter.
The M'emphis Asphalt company re-
ported that yesterday thew had Paths-
rah contractors to begin removing
Sre•••1 Broadway between Fourth and
afreeta, the fragments of asphal-
tum filller that trot upon ton of the
hrie-lec while lacing Domed between.
The board ratified President Wil-
helm's action in granting permits for
Roy C. CnIlev. R. L Peacher And
George Edwards to place electric
signs ;n front of their places of bnai-
neas. The signs conform to the regu-
lations.
City Engineer Washington handed
in a bill the city has against the
Nashville Roofing and Paving com-
pany of Sgat.is, for sonic brick work
along ['roadway betacen 'the car rail*
hetween Fifth and Ninth. It was
orderad collected.
Joe Rork, trainmaster for the N..
C. & St. L. railroad. offerred to give
the board a carload of gravel if the
City would use hail of it in repairing
West Teffersoe street in front of hie
Property. His proposition was ac-
cepted.. It permits the hoard to do
what t desiree-twith the other half of
the earload.
All members were present ater'ne
yesterday's session. President Wil-
helm. Secretary Taylor. and fember
Langstaff.
PRESERVATIVE IN tzILK
KIT LS THOUSANDS.
Illinois Dairy Expert Declares Chil-
dren are Being Sent to Prema-
ture Graves all Over State.
Chicago. Feb. att.—That tie-ins-ands
of infant;-in Illinois as well as many
Larger ehildren, are being sent to pre-
mature graves theeugh taking into
their -sennache in milk the 4nme pois-
onous preparation.: that are used to
embalm the dead is indicated by a
soecial report ready . for ettbmission
tc. Governor Deneen by State Puse
Food .Commiseioner A. ilanby Jones.
The report was marks to Mr. Jones by
his ne-istants. Herman, E. Schnknecht
the dairy expert of the department.
Ass.istane Commissioner Schuknecht
point* one that of thirty-five cities
v•sited, not tine escaped having sold
wAhin its limits milk from unclean
anti insmnitary cans and vessels or
milk not properly strained. ehowing a
deposit of filth in the bottom of the
bottles or other vessels, and in thirty-
two of the, cities skimmed milk was
sold as standard and wae adulterated
natl. formakle-hyde, which authorities
pronounce a poison -much used as
an embalming fluid."
The department was amazed ta
find that only from jo to as per cent
of the milk on sale itt the various
illinoia cities visited was in the con-
dition it should have been in—and
easily could have been if only ordi-
nari sanitary regulation had been ob-
served in the care and handting of it.
DYNAMITE EXPLOSION
KILLS FOUR1 NTUNNEL
Livingston, Ky., Feb. to.—Four
men were instantly killed by an ex-
plosion of twenty-five wands of dyna
mite at No. 6 tunnel on the L. & N.
railroad, six miles south of this place.
where contractors are eontsructing
double tunnel.
It is claimed that the men were
thawing out dynamite before a fire.
and that one of the stick; had a per-
cussion cap in it, which exploded
when exposed to the heat and caused
the disaster. Those killed and injured
were horribly mangled.
The corporation of Burgess Hill.
Susset. England, grows peppermint
municipally: and so profitably as to
'have :rade a marked •••.tliottioli in the
town tatcee.
•
employer; while the officeholder is
ruined by the political mistakes of•
the party leader; where the child is!
destroyed by the sins of the father.
Employers sometimes suffer griev-
ously by reason of economic events
over which they have no control;
sometimes the citizen suffers through
the sensational press; sometimes the
author or editor suffers through cruel
criticiain over events for whose evil
consequences he is in no wise respon-
sible. This'problem of unjust judg-
ment and this bearing of injustice in
silence is one of the hardest problems
that man experiences.
Injustice public men have to endure
in silence. Within a year the papers
were full of harsh criticisms upon an
eminent and most honored citizen of
the republic. The bolts fell out of a
clear sky. After fifty years of noble
and just living, and the highest form
of service, it was said that this man
had reversed the whole tenor of his
life. Then, when the harm had all
been done, and the poisoned arrows
planted, the truth came out. The
whole fabric was a series of malicious
lies.
The reed of the hour ia for justice
and truth in judgment. The full fates
are perhaps never before ant of us.
But in general men arc far beer
than they are believed to be. The
good in the world outweighs the ill
The prophet saw man as part gold
and part clay, but the proportion of
-old is more and more and the slay
is less and less. The world has had
too many teachers poisoned unjustdy.
Too many reformers martyred with-
Ott: Calal. Too many heroes who are
htif
victims of t.eatieniere. taata,a., -a
ate. God holds even scales. ryT
#4
weights, the tampering of the meas-
uring through prejudice, have no
place in His judgment. There is too
mach good in the worst men and too
much had in the best men to leave
any place for injustice harshness or
cruelty. To speak only good oi the
dealt amid the living alike.' is a rule that
:.) •t.1"fl firf.t
GIRLS' EXPELLED FOR POEM
Likened School to Tail and Judge Re-
fumes Reinstatement.
Chippewa Falls, Wis.. Feb. • -
Judge Vinje, of this Judicial diatrici.
has refused to reinstate Hazel Dress-
er and Mabel Dresser as students in
the St. Croix Falls high achooS appli-
cation having been made by their
father. I.. B. Dresser, a member •,f
the state board of control and pre',
nently identified with the Nortliern
Wisconsin StatS Fair assoc•ition of
this city.
His daughters aml Rachel .jei one
Leonora, Dorothy and Mil Clayton
were expelled some time atria by the
principal for taking part in the publi-
cation of a poem written by Della
Jaetrom, who was also dismissed from
the school. Mr. Dresser has apoealee
the case to the supreme court.
The poem in question likened the
St. Croix Falk high school to a
prison, in so far as the diecipfine in-
siated upon is concerned. As a result
the suspension of six pupils followed
and a fine of aco cents was imposed
upon each. Mr. Dresser objected to
the treatir iii and seasei:ed t.) the
court to -de - :7: reinstatement
without iabeient any kind.
"In order to be reinstated the prin-
cipal insists Oar the girls apologize.
admit wrongdoing, pay 40 cents and
promise to be obedient oliolars in
the future." said Mr.- Dresser in ex-
plaining the incident. "I offered for
nay girls that they would comply with
these conditions, except that they
would not pay ao cent,' nor admit that
they had done wrong. They do not
believe this, for they looked upon the
poem a; a joke. The girls said that
they would tell the tem:here that they
were sorry ii they thought it was
wrong. The Instructors of the school
6ccline to accept this compromise.
The girls explained to the principal
that they told the editor of the paper
who published the poem not to print
it if there was anything more than a
joke in it."
The poem which has caused the
tremble reads as follows:
THE SCHOOLHOUSE JAIL.
Sit gazing strictly to the.front
Until the teacher .says :Stand."A-
nd then with dignity arise
'And march to the brass band.
Look, .:raight ahead, keep single C.
Come right back. to your sear.
Imagine that your are in jail.
Sing Sing our school can beat.
Vent itill5t shut your month at ii
Hine. .
-Yon must shut it at recess.
Vote mest keep it shut at mornine-
And at other times. I gue-.,
Jriet calmly wait tip 4i,'clock,
You know that 4nmes round soti
Xnrf t1ten you're free from 13H.,-•7/
Until the next forenoon.
***********atitat**********
• a B F. Sea. n
• THE TRAGEDY
• OF INJUSTICE. *j.'RACT1..SURVE's'Sszi.
•
10***********************Ot
(By Newell Dwight Hills, D. D.) County Work a Specialty,
Among the dark problems of life Old 'Phone 620-3. Tyler, fkr.
we must teake a large place for the
injustice that noble men sometimes
suffer. Long ago Jeruaslem crucified
its Savior, Athens poisoned' its mas- I K. HENDRICK,
ter, Florence burned its hero, but to-
day every town and village holds at J. G. MILLER
least one martyr to cruel and unjust
judgments. WM. MARBLfit
Ours is a world in which the clerk
suffers in the financial failure of his Hendrick, Miller
slib Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of elt•
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms i.a, 3 and 4, Register Bu
int 523 1-1 Broadway.
C. HANNIN6 SEARS, MI.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Ittrildine
123 1-21 Broadway, Pasitaciah, Ky.
New Phone 490; Old 107 R
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles
Insurance. Corporation acid
Real Estate Law.
[1.T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE ate BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 396; Office, aes.
. C. Flournoy Cecil Rind
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms io. It and 11, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY,
ALBEN W. BARKLEY!
Attorney at Law.
Room No. s. Names
Columba Bldg. Kenoweley
Old Phone 1992,
OLIVER, OLIVER & lifcGREGOir
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bast
Marshall County; Paducah. kg.
Room tic Fraternity Buildings
New Phone 1:1 Old Phone Ai*
P. :31iTFOOT
Will Practice in all Courts of Kea
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 306 Broadway—Phone raw
Residence Sio Broadway,
Phone 140.
0. D. Schmidt.
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKIL
A. S DABNEY
--DENTIST—
Truehart Building
TEL. 3T/ R
NOTICE
Hitkest Prices Paid for Secondink
srovEs AND Familia,
Buy anything and 1gfl evariass.
I1S.220 Court Street! Old F11011.
tattift.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN COMIC
710X.
s
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WANTED FOR.- treS. ARMY
unnlarried'inen between
allt-1 of 18 ;aid 35; citizens oi United
Stites, of good character and tern-
yank habits. wto can speak. read
2e4 write English For information
VIEY to Recruising Of‘ccr.. New
%.ricamond House. Padneab,
Expert Accoustent.
11'111 post, examine, systematize and
..airdit books by the day, week or site
isib. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D SMITH, JR., zifl Fra
eternity building.
-
THE MPS ARE
VERY ANGRY
(Continued from Page One.)
?telly from Janet to the United
Stales. This has been done on the
evolltal principle that. tere was not
aolkient ,opcning for he Japanese
in this conntry, and their home gov-
eminent, therefore, as a police regula-
tions. wouldnot grant passports to its
subjects directly destined for the
United States.
Japan did grant passports to Ha-
waii, Mexico. Canada and many other
assiantries. Once an emigrant from
Japan left that country he was tout-
side the jurisdiction of his home gov-
ernment. There was nothing to pre-
SIX NAMES CONSIDERED
FOR SUPERINTENDENCY
kUSTEES MET IN SECRET SESSION LAST EVENENG AND
SIFTED THE VOLUME OF APPLICATIONS DOWN TO
THIS NUMBER AND DIRECTED THE APPLICANTS TO BE
WRITTEN TO TO COME HERE PERSONALLY FOR A CON-
FERENCE — SELECTION WILL HARDLY BE MADE 1112-
FORE APRIL—ABOUT THIRTY PEOPLE WANT TO SUC-
CEED PROFESSOR PAYNE, WHO RESIGNED TO GO TOGERMANY TO STUDY.
'After spending about three hours
going over the twenty-five applica-
tions for superintendent of the city
schools the -trustees - last evening
sifted the number down to six, from
which will be named the man who
1 aill be superintendent after expira-tion of the present scholastic term.Cal these six three of the applicationsare those put in by Paducah people.while the remanfing half conic froma distance. The truarees then direct-ed that the three oytsiders be writ-ten to and informed that thee are
among the list of eligibles from which
the selection will be made, and re-
quest them to Come to Paducah upon
any date Within the next month that
suits their convenience for a !seasonal
conference with the trustees in order
that the latter can be brought face
to face with the applicants and scru-
t:aain their man. A conference with
the three local applicants is not neces-
sate as the board of education knows. .
cach well, and also the kind of good
v.ork they are doing.
AR the trustees were present last
evening with exception of President
1 a i %those business detained him,
and Truster Ashley Robinson who is
final conference so the election can
he held next month. It is about cer-
tain that the superintendent will not
be named until Aped.
The trustees have about thirty ap-
lineations in front partiea wanting tobe principal at the Ugh school, slit-(ceding Professor Payee, who is not
a candidate for eregetscnon, as hegoes to Germany this summer to
remain two years studying at the
leading colleges there. The trustees
will not select this principal intil
about April or May, none of those
applications being gone., over last
night, all being laid to one side forlater consideration. It is understood
that one of the prinipals now in
•will be superseded by some other
when the elections, are held.
Professor Check, superintendent of
the Fulton, Ky., schools had an inter-
view several days ago in the Futon
Ltadex, in *hies he was quoted as
saying he had not applied for the
supesintendency of the Paducah
schools and his friends were advising
Cm not to on account of the alleged
political chaotic condition here. The
learned gentleman is wrong about
any chaotic condition now, as the
first of this year a board went incoijined with -illness Ills home on that is running the schools itself, and
street. but is mil 'better The the subordinates from superintendent
'session -was azeld at thet1Vashington down are toeing the mark sod notkling ou Vs'est -Droachvax. and shoned to inject any politics into theeach of the twenty-five appIcations sehoots Furthermore, say several ofarra gone over and the ref4ence tin trustees, Professor Cheek has ap-
:rat! reconinuisdation. closely t• xam- Witd severe/ times for the position.
.ed. with realm that ?six Isere at
laateglicked out lhe %kite out•iiters
•ide quite a distaece aavas. but the
taistee. will not divulge their place
ot red-knee until the proper time
• The board will not elect any one
t supersede Mr. Lich at the regular
Nlarch meeting the first Tuesday in
that !north, as the 'outsiders can hard-
ly get their letters, inviting them to
come here, and reach the city for a
coming bere personally in January
and seeking the place, while Secre-
tions Byrd has his written application
of February .2. wherein Mr. Check
says he believes lie can convince the
a'aducali board he ia ' eheiright man"
for the superintendency His per-
suasive powers must not he very
strong in the convincing line, as he
urn being even considered in coo-
n. with the place
eib++++++++ +++++4+ JACKSON FOUARY lap MACHINE CO-
4+
;41.
• Mill and Steamboat Supplies,
Structural Iron for Buildings.
Machinery and Boilers Repaired.
and hand Machinery bought and soall
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Mr. Arthur Patterson, wife and son.
of Atlanta. Ga., arrived here yester-
day to visit Mrs. Katie Craig ofvest his laying over one steamer and Hotel Craig. Mr. Patterson is theofintinuing on to the United States.
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Spring
Hats....
We beg to announceto the public of Padu-
cah' that welhave. just received our complete
 fineForWring Hats, and:wel respectfully inviteryour
attention and extend an invitation
 to come;
 andinspect, our different this spring. kisour option that these Hats are exceptionally well
selected. Come in and see it your opinion agrees
with ours.
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RIVER NEWS
Cairo, ave
Chattanooga, 4.9. falling
Cincinnati, 18.7, standing
Evansville, ifia, falling
Florence, .s o, standing
Johnsonville, 7.2. falling.
Louisville, 7.2, falling.
Mt. Carmel, 6.2, standing.
Nashville, iii, falling.
Pittobutg. 4 2, falling
St. Louis, 12.4. rising
• Mt. Vernon, ts.8„ falling
Padticale to.a. falling
Burnside. 4.0, falling.
Carthage. 55, falling
IThe Reuben Dunbar was brought Wild Give Him an Air-Line from Chi. hereyesterday from Nashville, to he cago and St. Louis to Galveston.
repaired. She was brought here by 
—
the steamer Electra which returned • Memalttia, Tenn., 1.04 19.---Semi-to that city. The Royal has resumed official information here is to theher daily trip's between here and Gol• effect that E. H. Harriman 'has ob-conda. tanned control of the Cotton Belt.The towboat Vincennes got away giving him an air line between Chi-yesterday for the Tennessee river (ago and St. Louis to Galveston byafter ties, connecting with. the Plinoi. Ci-ntral
at Thebes, Ill.Ms was the course taken by the nected with the N., C. & St. L. steamer City of Memphis departs for The deal puts him ian position; toMir. Horace Clements and wife of
INQUIRY IS BEGUN
Into Alleged Embezzlement of %C-
ow At Evansville
Evanssilk, Ind. Feb sq.—The
g--q41 jury Tuesday began to probei•to itir7e41 ruslie.i:eni,-,; fri6orio
110'11 ate treasury of %anti:risers
l'orrner Try...tirur Jo'in
Walker and County Auditor Stinson
were an minion est % appear *fore thejury today. Members of the auditing
committee who diecovered the
age e• 
 hort-
'f 11 On be subpoenaed.
HARRIMAN GOBBLES UP
COTTON BELT RAILROAD
EARL OF
PAWTUCKET-
CIGAR
Special Sale
$1.25 Box of 25
Money back if not
— 
satisfied
McPherson 's
Drug Store..
Fourth and Broadway.
er • • • + + + + + + • • • • 4
•
POPULAR WANT& •
•
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Itak RENT --- Nicely furnished
issituns, all coneeniencesanoo Jefferson
nessat.
:  
4.1•NPR RENT—Elegant fiats, Sev
aladth and Broadway. Apply to B. ti
SA I.E—Five fresh mulch
einens—Old 'phone kr New 789. S. 13.
st4Wirrell.
For up-to-date cleaning and press-
ing, garments go to Solomon the Thi-
es, 113 South Third St. Two 'phones
•
Mrs. Porter E. Dale oi Rossington,
• Ky., is visiting Mrs. Bud Dale at the
* PERSONAL MENTION. • New Richmond_
• • Nit. Henry Wurth went to San
**********************Selle Antonio. Texas, last night to reside.
Mr. William Rieke, of the Ogilvie
firm, has gone to New York to buy
goods.
Messrs. R. J. Turnbull and John
Trent of the I. C., are in Clikagoformer Paducahan who is now con- business. At 5 o'clock this afternoon the
Japanese who have been pouring into
offices at Atlanta. .
Dexter, Ky.. have gone hone afterCalifornia at the rate of actoo per Miss Cassandra Ware of Maxon
visiting Messrs. Harry and Richard=loath. They all have left Japan with fill left last evening to visit in !dem- Clements.. for Hawaii. hivestopped' phis before proceeding to Ilea Mrs. W. K. Coolidge of Memphisaim isiands a fen days or weeks, and Springs, Ark.. for a sojourn. has rove home after visiting her*en have continued their migration lion John K. Hendrick is in ; 
mother. Mrs Leslie Soule of Northn alifornia and other Pacific states Smithland on legal business. . v F'f h
St. Louis' Lsolatie Hotel.
When in St. Louis stop at the Plan-
ters Hotel, yonll meet your friends
BOSS RUEF IS
UP AGAINST IT.
Forced to Plead to Indictment. His
Objections Being Overruled.
San Francisco. Feb. 19.—Abraham
Raeff was compelled by Judge Dunne,
over the objections of his attorneys,
no enter his plea in the indictment
eases against him. Ifs pleaded not
taetaity.
strioulnartrinrutlIftnetrU 1.11/1111111/1.1
•
Miss Francis Wallace has tgturneil Mt. Luke Russell and wife havefrom visiting Miss Sadie Shaw of gone to Nicholasville. Ky. to reside.Werra Ark. 
.Mr. George Flournoy has gone
'Mr. Wm. T. Gould. wife and -dill-
aouth en a drumming tour.Seen if New York, arc visiting Mrs. Mr. Robert Chastaine has goneEthridge Palmer and Miss Francis South for the Bauer pottery on Mai-Gould.
• IL&Mr. J. 'C. Porter i• in Lonisaile i,n ."5**
business. 
YOUNG AMERICANS.Mrs. Aaron Hurle) returned last
night ironi visiting Mrs. John O'Brien One Born Here and Other Saw Lightof Matropolis. accompinied by her I
of Day at Smithland.guests, Mrs. Frank McCuffsky of 7•South Third, Mrs. John Goklcon of
Newbern. Tenn.. and Mrs. Hick Ham-
ilton of Memphis, Tenn.
Dr. H. A. Smith and wife leave
shortly for Vincennes, Lid.. where
they locate, the former accepting a
place with a hospital there.
Mrs. W. E. MCGray conies fromr. wig t s Henderson next Sunday to spend a
Lilyderma
Cream
Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skirt. Makes
1. the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves all blem-
k- kites caused by: the cold
winds.
DELIGHTFUL TO USE
jrAFTER7SHAViiird—
For Sale only at
•
BACON'S
DRUG STORE
111511nSFIXIATintl rus nano, torto
week with Mrs. J. C. Utterback, be-
tore going to Portland, Oregon, to
reside.
Dr. Eettle. of -McPherson's drug-
store. and Dr. James P. Sleeth today
go to Dawson to look at the Dr.
Zubrod drug stock that will be sold
Thursday. The Padiicalans may buy
and have a. Manager to run the place
for them.
Mr. John MnIlierrin of Danville,
Va., has arrived to take a place with
his uncle, Mir. ,Paul E. Stutz. Cie
candy man.
Mr. I f aryey Allen has retticle‘l
from a three inOliths' stay in Ulsisis-
sippi where he has been fortiori for
the,bitnlitIvic people. 
NI Mr. Oscar B. Jones will arrive
Sunday from San Bernardino. Cal.,
and be. the guest of Mr. and MTS.
Paul E. Stutz of Jefferson street.
March 5 be will be 111411TiCd toM I tts
Katie
Mr. 'flO.SWS. LfltIC5 Vincent
, North Tenth street have a new boy
; baby, born yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. 'flionias Davis fitif
Sntithland have a new boy baby,
which makes Mr. Z. C. Graham, the
; tobacconist of . this city. grandfather
!again.
the Tennessee river. . She comes hack
again next Monday.
The Dick Fowler skip's out for
Cairo at 8 o'clock this morning and
comes back tonight about it o'clock.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Evansville and gets out at
once on her return that way.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday. and comes back tomorrow.
The Buttorff comes in today from
Clarksville and gets out at once for
Nashville.
The ateamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river late tomorrow
night and lies at the wharf here until
5 o'clock Saturday afternoon before
departing on her return trip.
The Peters Lee gets to Cincinnati
today and leaves there tomorrow
bound back this way for Memphis.
The Georgia Lee should leave Mem
phis tomorrow bound up for Cincin-
nati
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND GET RESULTS.
squeeze Gobld's Texas & Pacific PI
Texas at the proper time and will put
him in full control of the situation
I It the Southwestern territory.
' 4•1909-.
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S. El Mitchell
AGENCY FOR
Fairbanks Morse & Co.
STATIONARY', PORTABLE AND
MARINE ENGINES. PUMPS,
SCALES, WIND
-MILLS.. ETC
326-28 South Third Street
Phones: Old 481a. New 743
Latter Day Sweethearts
BY Mrs. Burton narrison
will be on sale February 27th, a t sac instead of Saso, but only at ow
store. Get one sure. Among the latest fiction here are some of the
Biggest Sellers and Best Books
The Chief Legatee, Mary E. Wilkins-Freeman. Our once sac.Rate Meredith, Financier, J. Cutliffe H3rne. Our price soc.he Far Horigon, Lucas Malet, worth Sao. Our price $i.ao.Hunderds of other popular cop y-rights at cut prices.
D. E.Wilson turkmat
At Harbour's Department Store
FOR INE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
GENUINE
r TRADEWATER COAL REALPITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
INC FtPORATED
Office and Elevator 2nile Ohio
'
•
•
•
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